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ABSTRACT
Robotic technology is advancing to the point where it will soon be feasible to deploy mas-
sive populations, or swarms, of low-cost autonomous robots to collectively perform tasks
over large domains and time scales. Many of these tasks will require the robots to allo-
cate themselves around the boundaries of regions or features of interest and achieve target
objectives that derive from their resulting spatial configurations, such as forming a con-
nected communication network or acquiring sensor data around the entire boundary. We
refer to this spatial allocation problem as boundary coverage. Possible swarm tasks that
will involve boundary coverage include cooperative load manipulation for applications in
construction, manufacturing, and disaster response.
In this work, I address the challenges of controlling a swarm of resource-constrained robots
to achieve boundary coverage, which I refer to as the problem of stochastic boundary cov-
erage. I first examined an instance of this behavior in the biological phenomenon of group
food retrieval by desert ants, and developed a hybrid dynamical system model of this pro-
cess from experimental data. Subsequently, with the aid of collaborators, I used a contin-
uum abstraction of swarm population dynamics, adapted from a modeling framework used
in chemical kinetics, to derive stochastic robot control policies that drive a swarm to target
steady-state allocations around multiple boundaries in a way that is robust to environmental
variations.
Next, I determined the statistical properties of the random graph that is formed by a group
of robots, each with the same capabilities, that have attached to a boundary at random
i
locations. I also computed the probability density functions (pdfs) of the robot positions
and inter-robot distances for this case.
I then extended this analysis to cases in which the robots have heterogeneous commu-
nication/sensing radii and attach to a boundary according to non-uniform, non-identical
pdfs. I proved that these more general coverage strategies generate random graphs whose
probability of connectivity is Sharp-P Hard to compute. Finally, I investigated possible
approaches to validating our boundary coverage strategies in multi-robot simulations with
realistic Wi-fi communication.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 State of the Art in Robotic Swarms
Robotic swarms have the potential to collectively perform tasks over very large domains
and time scales, succeeding even in the presence of failures, errors, and disturbances
(Brambilla et al., 2013). Low-cost miniature autonomous robots for swarm robotic appli-
cations are currently being developed as a result of recent advances in computing, sensing,
actuation, power, control, and manufacturing technologies (Mehta et al., 2015; Wood et al.,
2013; Kitts and Egerstedt, 2008). In addition, micro and nanoscale platforms such as DNA
machines, synthetic bacteria, magnetic materials, and nanoparticles are being designed for
biomedical and manufacturing applications (Mavroidis and Ferreira, 2013; Diller and Sitti,
2013), in which they would need to be deployed in massive numbers. The past few years
have seen an increasing amount of investment in home robots, drones, and robotic vehi-
cles (Alterovitz et al., 2014), by numerous startups such as Uber, Google X, and May-
field Robotics (Westerman and Bonnet, 2015). We present some of these applications,
paraphrasing from (Georgia Institute of Technology, et.al., 2013) and (US Department of
Defense, 2013).
1. Manufacturing: This sector represents 14% of the United States’ GDP and 70% of
its net export. The past half-century has seen a tremendous rise in the use of robots in
manufacturing, especially in automotives and electronics. While automotive manu-
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facturers such as GM, Boeing and Lockheed Martin have traditionally used industrial
robots for aircraft assembly, the electronics industry has recently seen a rise in the
employment of robots, with Apple, Lenovo, and Samsung using robot teams for var-
ious hardware manufacturing tasks.
2. Defense: The US Department of Defense (DoD) employs a large number of robotic
vehicles, in land, water, and air. The low-cost autonomous attack system (LOCAAS)
is an aerial robotic swarm developed by the DoD to autonomously search for and
destroy enemy targets.
3. Service Applications: Robots are now finding a presence in professional and do-
mestic service applications. Autonomous lawnmowers and vacuum cleaners (such
iRobot Roomba and Create (Mataric et al., 2007)) are the two most familiar exam-
ples of their use in domestic service. Professionally, robots are being used for power
plant and infrastructure inspection, as well as in logistics such as the delivery of
bedding and pharmaceuticals at hospitals.
4. Space: The Spirit, Opportunity, and Curiosity Mars rovers are exemplars for the use
of robots in space applications. Further, the Robonaut swarm developed by NASA
and GM for use in the International Space Station is one example of the use of swarms
in space exploration (Bekey et al., 2006).
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1.2 Defining Multi-Robot Collective Transport and Boundary Coverage
The objective of this dissertation is to summarize all our work done so far towards solving
the problem of Boundary Coverage (BC) with a multi-robot team. We define the problem
of multi-robot collective transport (CT) as one in which a team of autonomous agents is
required to transport a heavy payload from a starting point to a destination. The destination
may either be prescribed or be a location chosen consensually by the robot team. CT is
a necessary capability for diverse applications of autonomous multirobot systems includ-
ing construction, warehousing, manufacturing, and search-and-rescue operations (Parker,
2015). Possible instances of collective transport include transporting wreckage and people
away from a disaster scene (Zhang et al., 2013), carrying heavy materials around a con-
struction site (Guizzo, 2008) , and conveying merchandise from one part of a warehouse
to another. In many of these problem scenarios, the agents transporting the payload would
lack prior knowledge of the load and the environment; further, they may have unreliable
information about their positions with respect to a global coordinate system. Moreover,
these agents would be capable of sensing the environment, and communicating with each
other, only over a limited range. These constraints make it challenging to develop a com-
prehensive solution to collective transport.
Boundary coverage (BC) is the first nontrivial subproblem in the process of solving CT. We
define a Boundary Coverage Scheme (BCS) to be a process by which a multi-robot team
autonomously arranges itself around the boundary of an object or region of interest. BC
has wide applications, including environmental monitoring, exploration, disaster response,
surveillance, perimeter patrolling, and even nanomedicine, where micro and nano robotic
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swarms may be used for drug delivery and diagnostics (Tong et al., 2013; Hauert et al.,
2013). For example, we may require ligands and antibodies to bind to a polymeric drug-
carrying nanoparticle in a specific way to aid drug delivery to tumor cells (Sinha et al.,
2006). The coming chapters will have a particular focus on schemes in which each robot
in the team attaches to a random position on the boundary.
1.3 Motivation
The swarm robotic platforms of Section 1.1 are subject to certain limitations that restrict the
types of control strategies that they can execute. As stated earlier, each robotic platform has
limited onboard power, computation, sensing, and communication capabilities, and may
lack global localization. The robot platforms exhibit stochastic behaviors that arise from
noise due to sensor and actuator errors, randomness in their encounters with boundaries,
and at the nanoscale, the effects of Brownian motion and chemical interactions. These
sources of stochasticity produce uncertainty in the locations of eventual robot encounters
with a boundary. For this reason, we refer to the task of BC executed by the robotic plat-
forms as stochastic boundary coverage, and define a stochastic coverage schemes (SCS) to
be one that exploits stochasticity.
1.3.1 Assumptions about Robot Capabilities
We make the following assumptions about the capabilities of the multi-robot team. We as-
sume that each robot can locally sense its environment and communicate with other robots
nearby, within a communication radius. Each robot can identify fellow robots (for instance
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by their color), and can also identify the load boundary. As stated earlier, robots lack
global localization, but can execute a programmed random motion. Consequently, in the
tasks that we consider, robots must allocate themselves around the boundary of a region
or object according to a target probability density function (pdf). Further, we also assume
that the robots have sufficient memory to store the length of the boundary, the locations
of nearby robots, and distances to them, a fact that will be used in the SCS in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7. We will generally assume that no robot crashes or otherwise fails while
executing its coverage scheme.
We are specifically interested in SCS for three reasons. Firstly, stochastic strategies may
be simpler to implement than their deterministic counterparts on robots with minimal ca-
pabilities. In contrast to SCS, deterministic coverage schemes (DCS) may require more
capabilities such as precise navigation and localization than most swarm platforms sup-
port. Secondly, SCS may be more robust to the type of the boundary they cover, and may
avoid deadlocks more effectively than deterministic algorithms, as evinced by collective
transport in Aphaenogaster cockerelli.
Finally, from a computational perspective, they provide valuable insights into the average
positions and inter-robot distances generated by multi-robot BC. Here, “average” is not
uniquely defined, but rather depends on the underlying spatial pdf of attachment. This
underlying spatial pdf is dictated by the specific problem we have to solve, for example:
1. In a scenario in which the robot team is required to carry wreckage away from a
disaster scene, it may be desirable to allot more (resp. less) robots to locations with
a higher (resp. lower) density of wreckage. A solution requires programming each
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robot with a correspondingly nonuniform spatial pdf around the perimeter of wreck-
age.
2. Consider the adsorption of several types of particles on a substrate. Each type of
particle has a different adsorption profile, so that distinct types of particles have non-
identical spatial pdfs on the substrate.
This computational perspective will be exploited in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 to determine
the probability that the communication graph of robots that communicate within a certain
radius will be connected. Thus, if we need the boundary to be covered by a communication
network of robots with a desired probability, our computations will tell us the number of
robots to allot to the coverage task, and the minimum communication radius each of them
needs to have. In short, our results about the average case relate the the target coverage
statistics to designable system parameters such as robot dimensions and population size.
Further, these computations may be used to design and evaluate distributed data structures
that maintain network connectivity in the event of failures, and when attached robots need
to reallocate to other tasks.
This work addresses five different problems on BC.
1.3.2 Problem Statement
Part 1 Develop analytical models of group retrieval behaviors observed in ants colonies.
Draw inferences about mechanisms that underlie robust group behaviors from these
models, and apply them to controller design for multi-robot CT.
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Part 2 Consider a scenario in which a swarm of robots must allocate among a collection of
loads that are distributed randomly in an environment. Assume that robots have no
global localization or communication capabilities. Develop a strategy whereby they
can attach to the load boundaries in a way that guarantees a desired allocation ratio.
Part 3 Consider a multi-robot team that attaches to a load boundary, with uniform iid (in-
dependent and identically distributed) probability density function (pdf) over the
boundary. Suppose they need to maintain a communication network over the bound-
ary, and thereby monitor the boundary. Assuming each has a known radius of com-
munication, compute the resulting joint pdf of robot positions. Further, compute the
probability that the communication graph formed by the swarm is connected, the
distance between nearest neighbors, and the longest uncovered distance.
Part 4 Extend this analysis from Part 3 above by allowing robots to have distinct com-
munication radii, non-uniform iid pdfs, and inid (independent and non-identically
distributed) spatial pdfs over the boundary. Determine the computational complexity
of determining the relevant probability of connectedness, using complexity-theoretic
reductions, to determine what variants of the problem are easy and what are hard.
Part 5 Investigate protocols for multi-robot BC that use Wi-fi communication, using either
simulation or hardware-based experiments. Elucidate the role of communication in
BC, and detail what happens when communication breaks down.
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1.4 Novel Contributions
We have developed a novel framework for the analysis and design of stochastic robot con-
trol policies that achieve multi-robot boundary coverage. Our framework: (1) employs
adynamical models of the tasks involved in the coverage process, in a way that facilitates
its theoretical analysis; (2) permits robots to dynamically join and leave a boundary; and
(c) is decentralized, i.e. it does not require a centralized coordinator for system operation.
My collaborators and I were the first to accomplish the following, with results published in
the references indicated:
1. Develop a hybrid dynamical system model of collective transport in ants from exper-
imental data ( HSCC 2013 (Kumar et al., 2013)) and use it to define robot control
policies for ant-like transport behaviors (Swarm Intelligence 2014 (Wilson et al.,
2014))
2. Design stochastic control policies that drive a swarm to target steady-state alloca-
tions around planar load boundaries in a way that is robust to environmental varia-
tions (ISRR 2013 (Pavlic et al., 2013a); ASME J. of Dynamic Systems, Measurement,
and Control 2014 (Pavlic et al., 2015); and Swarm Intelligence 2014 (Wilson et al.,
2014))
3. Compute statistical properties of our boundary coverage approach using results from
computational geometry and order statistics, and formulate algorithms to generate
robot configurations that maintain a connected network around a boundary (ICRA
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2014 (Kumar and Berman, 2014); a work under review for IEEE Trans. on Robotics
(Kumar and Berman, 2016b))
4. Extend the analysis in Contribution 3 above to compute the properties of the random
network formed by a robot team attaching to a boundary under various conditions
(non-uniform coverage, distinct communication radii, non-identical spatial pdfs) and
furnish relevant complexity-theoretic hardness results (a work in progress for SIAM
Journal Of Computing (Kumar and Berman, 2016a)). Contributions 3 and 4 con-
siderably extend the current literature on CT and BC by providing precise analytical
results on the properties of this network, borrowing from extant tools in Computa-
tional Geometry, Complexity theory, and Random Geometric Graphs.
1.5 Outline of Dissertation
This document will comprehensively address the problem statement in Section 1.3.2 in the
coming chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant to our problem, and Chapter 3
introduces the tools and techniques used in the material in Chapter 4 through Chapter 8.
The contents of these chapters are described below.
1.5.1 Part 1 : Ant-based CT
Firstly, we will draw inspiration for autonomous collective transport by modeling its bi-
ological analog in the desert ant Aphaenogaster cockerelli in Chapter 4. This transport
process is inherently stochastic in that ants attach and detach from the load at random time
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instants. Despite having little prior knowledge of the environment, they convey the load to
their nest in a fashion that is robust to changes in the size of the transport team. We will
use two modeling frameworks, Stochastic Hybrid Systems (SHS) and Chemical Reaction
Networks (CRN), to rigorously model this transport phenomenon.
Division of work: Dr. Aure´lie Buffin and Prof. Stephen Pratt (both of the School of Life
Sciences, ASU) conducted the ant experiments of Section 4.2. The author devised the
CRN model in Section 4.3 and derived the formulas for the moments of the state variables
therein. The author also helped validate the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) algorithm of
Section 4.5. Dr. Theodore Pavlic proposed the proportional velocity controller of Sec-
tion 4.3 and devised and implemented the WLS algorithm.
1.5.2 Part 2 : Multi-boundary Coverage
Chapter 5 details the top-down design of a stochastic control policies that drive a swarm
of robots to distributed themselves along loads placed on the plane, with the object of
achieving a target allocation. The robots, which start by executing correlated random walks
on the plane, are driven by this controller to attach to and detach from the nearest load
boundary in a stochastic manner inspired by the ants. The probability rates with which
robots collide with each other and with load boundaries are called encounter rates, and are
intractable to compute a priori. The stochastic control policies we develop rely instead on
ratios between encounter rates, which are much easier to estimate, thus making tractable
an otherwise nontrivial computation.
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Division of Work: Sean Wilson and Prof. Theodore Pavlic (of the Fulton Schools of Engi-
neering and School of Sustainability at ASU) jointly came up with the stochastic controller.
Prof. Pavlic devised the CRN and the associated ODEs, and corrected this model for spatial
effects arising from a non-ideal allocation of robots to a load. Sean Wilson wrote up and
ran agent based simulations in NetLogo, and modified the control policies to match emu-
late ant behaviors in the experimentally-based model of CT addressed in Part 1. The author
developed a closed-form solution to the CRN and approximated the nonlinear mean-field
ODE model as a unimolecular linear model.
1.5.3 Parts 3 and 4: Maintaining a Wireless Network around a Boundary
Chapter 6 approaches the boundary coverage problem from a different perspective, by con-
sidering a robot team that attaches uniformly randomly to a load boundary. We now require
the robot configuration to be connected, meaning that every robot within a threshold dis-
tance from its two neighbors. Such a robot configuration can, for example, sense the entire
load boundary, while maintaining a communication network among its members. Unlike
the case of multiple load boundaries, this problem lends itself to a complete mathematical
analysis using geometric methods. We devise a polynomial time algorithm to compute the
probability that such a robot team connects (i.e. generates a connected communication net-
work) upon random attachment to the boundary. We go on to describe the geometric shape
of the space of connected configurations, which is then used to compute the probability
density functions (pdfs) of robot positions and inter-robot distances along the boundary.
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Chapter 7 substantially extends the results of Chapter 6 by considering non-uniform spatial
pdfs, robots with distinct communication radii, and non-identical spatial pdfs of attach-
ment. It also computes the properties of collision-free attachment of robots.
1.5.4 Part 5 : Experimental Investigation of BC with Wireless Communications
Chapter 8 details the current state of the art in multi-robot simulation software, and the chal-
lenges involved in integrating them with wireless simulators. A comprehensive solution to
this problem is left for future investigations which will address or circumvent these chal-
lenges. Our answer to this part is incomplete due to the challenges involved in developing
an integrated robotic and wireless simulator.
Chapter 9 summarizes the findings from each chapter and concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Our literature review is organized along the same lines as the problem statement.
2.1 Collective Transport in Robotic Swarms (Wilson et al., 2014)
Current research into the problem of achieving collective transport using an autonomous
robot swarm has been largely driven by the development of relatively inexpensive mobile
robot platforms such as Kilobots (Rubenstein et al., 2014), R-ones (McLurkin and et al.,
2014), and “swarmanoid” robots (Dorigo and et al., 2013). However, some research has
employed more expensive hardware with autonomous capabilities, such as quadrotors that
can surveil and map their environment (Kumar and Michael, 2012). The diversity in robotic
hardware has resulted in disparate approaches to collective transport. Our current work will
develop robot controllers for collective transport that: (a) employ a dynamical model of the
transport process, allowing us to analyze the transport phenomenon theoretically; (b) permit
robots to dynamically join and leave the transport team; and (c) are decentralized, i.e. they
do not require a centralized coordinator for their operation.
None of the extant collective transport strategies develop controllers with all three proper-
ties described above, although some strategies are characterized by one or two of the prop-
erties. For example, a dynamics-based model for transporting rigid bodies is derived and
validated in (Rubenstein et al., 2013). Another such physics-based model in (Stilwell and
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Bay, 1993) controls the formation of a robot team to transport a palletized payload. In ad-
dition, some strategies employ a robot team that changes composition over time. For exam-
ple, (O’Grady et al., 2009) investigates a self-assembly application where non-functioning
robots become stationary loads that must be cleared by their functional counterparts. A
strategy to push a box using a transport team in which robots can reposition themselves on
the load is described in (Kube and Bonabeau, 2000). Likewise, (Chen et al., 2013) has a set
of robots cluster behind a tall object, exploiting the object’s ability to occlude a destination
marker. In other approaches (Sugawara et al., 2012; Becker et al., 2013), the robot team
merely affects the transport of the load, rather than actively propelling it to the destination;
individual robots are actuated by an external control input. The work in (Berman et al.,
2011) models group food retrieval in ants using a hybrid system model that captures the
stochastic changes to the transport team over time.
Finally, several cooperative manipulation strategies employ decentralized control, but few
other than (Sun and Mills, 2002; Khatib et al., 1996; Montemayor and Wen, 2005) in-
clude experimental results, and they typically ignore communication constraints. Other
approaches use a centralized or leader-follower scheme that requires knowledge of load
geometry (Montemayor and Wen, 2005). These centralized approaches are not scalable to
large teams, particularly when the load shape is unknown.
2.2 Collective Transport in Ants (Kumar et al., 2013)
The organization and incidence of group retrieval of food by ant teams is described in
(Berman et al., 2011) and (Czaczkes and Ratnieks, 2013). Group retrieval requires the
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team to transport a heavy food item to their nest, the mechanisms behind which are not
well understood (Franks, 1986; Czaczkes and Ratnieks, 2013). The implicit coordination
among the ants in conveying the load is thought to be indirectly through the load itself,
using a process called stigmergy (Kube and Bonabeau, 2000), although more direct inter-
action through pheromones may play a role. From an engineering perspective, we may
describe the behavior of ants as a finite state machine (FSM), and then attempt to connect
individual ants’ behavior with the load dynamics. Such an FSM may help elucidate the
behaviors behind successful coordination, and to compare the process of retrieval among
different ant species. This model benefits both biologists and engineers: the former in un-
derstanding ant-based transport, and the latter to devise multi-robot systems for collective
transport.
In (Berman et al., 2011), experiments of ants collectively dragging elastic force sensors
were conducted, from which qualitative observations were drawn to develop a model of
the collective transport. This model was a hybrid system, consisting of both continuous
and discrete parts, with probabilistic transitions between states. Our current work (Kumar
et al., 2013) refines (Berman et al., 2011) by making quantitative observations that are
incorporated into a Stochastic Hybrid System (SHS) model (Hespanha, 2004). We use the
SHS framework to derive the statistical moments of our model’s state variables, and fit
these moments to our data. The SHS framework has been employed to solve problems in
stochastic self-assembly of robots (Napp et al., 2009), as well as stochastic task allocation
(Mather and Hsieh, 2011).
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2.3 Multi-Robot Boundary Coverage and Task Allocation (Pavlic et al., 2013a; Kumar
and Berman, 2014)
Previous work on decentralized multi-robot boundary coverage has focused on control-
ling robots to converge to uniform or arbitrary formations on a circle (Wang et al., 2014).
In contrast to this work, we consider cases where there is inherent and/or programmed
stochasticity in the robots’ motion, and our objective is to achieve robot configurations with
target statistical properties. We assume that every robot has minimal capabilities: no global
position information, and sensing or communication only within a small radius. Task allo-
cation strategies that are suitable for such scenarios often derive robot control policies from
a continuum model of the swarm population dynamics, or macroscopic model, in order to
enable the control policies to scale with the swarm size. Various stochastic approaches to
robot task allocation have focused on optimizing the task-switching rates of such macro-
scopic models (Correll, 2008; Liu and Winfield, 2010; Berman et al., 2009; Odhner and
Asada, 2010; Mather and Hsieh, 2011). Macroscopic models have also been applied to
problems of robotic assembly of products, as well as robotic self-assembly (Matthey et al.,
2009; Evans et al., 2010; Klavins et al., 2006; Napp et al., 2009).
One key difficulty in the development of stochastic controllers for tasks in which robots
encounter each other, or features of interest, as they walk randomly in their environment
is the estimation of the probability rates of these encounters, called encounter rates. These
rates are nontrivial to compute analytically, but may be estimated by simulation (Hutchin-
son and Waser, 2007; Gurarie, 2008). Prior work in macroscopic swarm modeling (Correll
and Martinoli, 2004) has employed analytic expressions for encounter rates in certain spe-
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cific environments where they are easy to compute. As such, the challenge of controlling
swarms in a way that precludes knowledge of encounter rates has motivated our current
work (Pavlic et al., 2013a, 2015; Wilson et al., 2014).
2.4 Maintaining a Wireless Network on the Boundary
2.4.1 Wireless Networks as Point Processes
The tools we use in this paper were developed by non-robotic communities. Since our
interest lies is in getting our robot team to form a Wi-fi network across the boundary, we
will briefly dwell on data structures for routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks MANETs
(Jamalipour and Ma, 2011). However, our main thrust lies in analyzing the properties of
the Geometric Graph (GG) formed by the robot team’s network. Our probabilistic analysis
borrows heavily from the formalism of Poisson Point Processes (PPP) (Penrose, 2003) a
class of spatial stochastic processes in which each robot takes positions independently of
others. The network induced by a PPP is a Random Geometric Graph (RGG) (Penrose,
2003). When attachments are required to be collision-free (CF), i.e. have no colliding pairs
of robots, attachments are characterized by a Matern hard core process (HCP). These spatial
processes and their resulting RGGs have been heavily used in the Wireless communication
literature (Haenggi, 2012).
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2.4.2 Computational Geometry
Many of our probabilistic results involving the communication graph G involve computing
the volume of a convex polytope, or an integral over it. Our hardness result in Section 7.7
has its roots in the work of Dyer, Frieze and other computation theorists in determining and
approximating the polytope volume (Dyer and Frieze, 1991, 1988).
Our results for the SCS involving Renyi parking stems from the work of Renyi (Re´nyi,
1958), Dvoretzky et.al. (Dvoretzky and Robbins, 1964), and other probabilists. The
Renyi Parking Problem (RPP) defined in Section 7.5 has been extensively studied in the
physics literature under the name Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA), the process by
which molecules get adsorbed onto a substrate surface (Talbot et al., 2000; Sikiric and Itoh,
2011). The delay differential equation (DDE) governing the mean number of parked cars is
extensively analyzed herein ; moreover, (Sikiric and Itoh, 2011) computes the asymptotic
properties of an interval tree storing the occupied subintervals of the parking lot. To our
knowledge, however, there has been no analysis of the spatial pdfs generated by the parking
problem. We furnish an algorithm to compute the joint spatial pdf as the ratio of volumes
of two polytopes. This ratio has no compact closed form that we are aware of, yet it can be
computed in pseudo-P time.
2.5 Multi-robot and Wi-fi Simulation
We have investigated the advantages and drawbacks of two robot simulators: ROS (Open
Source Robotics Foundation, 2015) and ARGoS (Pinciroli et al., 2012).
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2.5.1 ROS
ROS(Robot Operating System), developed by the Open Source Robotics Foundation (OSRF),
is a robotic simulator that is generally meant to be used for single robots. A large number
of robotic algorithms have been implemented and tested on ROS, for example the AMCL
Package (Gerkey, 2015) implements the Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization Method (Thrun
et al., 2005); the hector SLAM package (Kohlbrecher and Meyer, 2015) implements the
SLAM algorithm of (Kohlbrecher et al., 2011), and the Laser Scan Matcher Package (Ivan
Dryanovski, William Morris, Andrea Censi, 2015) implements the Iterative Closest Points
algorithm from (Censi, 2006). ARGoS (Pinciroli et al., 2012) is a recently developed mul-
tirobot simulator.
The core of ROS is written primarily in C++, and is exposed by a set of C++and Python
APIs. Multi-Robot simulations are supported by the Rocon (ROS in concert) (Stonier et al.,
2013) package, in which a multi-robot team is represented by multiple ROS masters, where
every master represents the software process of a distinct robot. Multiple masters running
on the same network can intercommunicate using the ROS publish/subscribe architecture.
Each robot can be visualized on a separate instance of the Gazebo graphical simulator
(Gazebo, 2016). ROS has modules for kinematics, dynamics, path planning, localization
and computer vision. However, ROS does not handle wireless communication by itself.
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2.5.2 ARGoS
Unlike ROS, ARGoS was designed to be a multi-robot system from its inception. AR-
GoS is less mature than ROS, and had its first release only in 2012. ARGoS consists of
controlling, actuating, sensing, and dynamical modules (Pinciroli et al., 2012), but lacks ca-
pabilities such as motion planning, localization and Kalman filtering that are characteristic
of ROS’ navigation system. Its strength lies in its support of swarms of up to 100,000 robots
(Pinciroli et al., 2012); indeed, ARGoS ’ basic examples emphasize the collective behavior
of swarms. An earlier version of ARGoS has been patched with NS3 through RoboNetSim
(Kudelski et al., 2013) to yield a multi-robot system that communicates through a Wi-fi
network. At the time of this writing, a similar patch needs to be developed for the latest
version of ARGoS to implement the design in Section 8.1.
2.5.3 NS3
NS-3 is a discrete event simulator , whose core is written in C++. Just like ROS, NS-3 pro-
vides both C++and Python APIs. NS-3 allows us to create and define the Mobile Ad Hoc
Network of a multi-robot team, and route messages between robots using protocols such as
Open Link State Routing (OLSR) and Ad Hoc On Demand Vector Routing (AODV). Also,
NS-3 models wireless effects such as propagation loss and multipath fading with excellent
fidelity (Renard et al., 2012).
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2.5.4 Pylayers
Pylayers (Amiot et al., 2013) is an indoor radio channel simulator for mobile heteroge-
neous networks. It was developed mainly to model the propagation of radio signals be-
tween humans wearing Wi-fi devices as they move within a building. Pylayers captures
such a movement scenario in four layers of simulation: (1) a Layout layer, which details
the simulation scene, such as the rooms of the building, visibility graph, and the topology
graph that determines the propagation paths of radio signals, (2) a Mechanical layer, which
describes the movement of human agents, (3) a Network layer, which details radio interac-
tions among the human agents, and (4) a Localization layer, which estimates the position
of each agent based on the signals they transmit and receive.
2.5.5 GENI
GENI (Global Environment for Network Innovation) is a virtual lab for computer networks
and distributed systems (Berman et al., 2014) supported by the NSF. Our interest in GENI
stems from the fact that the project allots wireless sensor network testbeds to researchers,
on which routing experiments can be run (Chen et al., 2012). GENI hardware has two
advantages: it is deeply programmable, thereby precluding the need to manually install
software (such as DHCP) on each node, and does not rely on software simulation of wire-
less channels.
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Chapter 3
BACKGROUND
This chapter furnishes the background for the theory developed later in the dissertation.
3.1 Chemical Reaction Networks (CRNs)
Our interest in Chemical Reaction Networks (CRNs) stems from their use in modeling
robots as species in a chemical reaction. The behavior of a multi-robot team over time can
then be concisely written as a chemical reaction, and the laws of mass action kinetics may
be employed to determine the proportion of robots in each behavioral state as a function of
time. We will use CRNs to model the behavior of ants engaged in CT in Chapter 4. The
material in this section is paraphrased from (Gillespie, 1992, 2007).
CRN theory is a branch of applied mathematics that models chemical reactions as nonlinear
ordinary differential equations (ODEs). A chemical reaction consists of a set of reactants
that give rise to products, and a CRN is a set of multiple reactions. Each reaction has a rate
constant that indicates the probability that the reactant will change into the product in unit
time. Let x be a vector of concentration of complexes as a function of time. The evolution
of x˙ can be written as a nonlinear ODE of the form
x˙ = ΓV(x) (3.1)
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called the rate equation. where Γ is the stoichiometric matrix and V(x) is a function of
x derived from mass-action kinetics. A CRN is said to reach steady state when x˙ = 0. A
CRN consisting of a pair of reversible reactions reaches steady state when the rates of the
forward and backward reaction are equal. The reaction
a1R1+ . . .+amRm
k−→ b1P1+ . . .+bnPn. (3.2)
has the rate equation
x˙ = k Ra11 R
a2
2 . . .R
am
m where x =
[
R1 . . . Rm
]T
. (3.3)
Example 3.1.1. The pair of reversible reactions
A
k1−→ B, B k2−→ A (3.4)
is a CRN. The species involved are A and B, and the complexes are the same as the species.
The vector of species concentrations is given by x = [A B]T , where A and B denote species
concentrations. The evolution of this pair of reactions is governed by
x˙ =
−k1 k2
k1 −k2
x, (3.5)
The CRN will reach equilibrium when the rates of the two reactions are equal, i.e. when
k1A = k2B.
3.2 Stochastic Hybrid Systems
The concept of Finite State Machines (FSMs) is familiar from computation theory. FSMs
have been extended in two significant ways by control theorists. Firstly, when states are
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allowed to be continuous as well as discrete, the resulting automaton becomes a Hybrid
Automaton. Secondly, when either the discrete or the continuous states have a stochastic
element in them, the resulting automaton is called a Stochastic Hybrid System (SHS) (Hes-
panha and Singh, 2005). Formally an SHS is defined by a Stochastic Differential Equation
(SDE) of the form
x˙ = f (q,x, t)+g(q,x, t)n˙, (3.6)
a family of reset maps
φl : (q,x)→ (qnew,xnew), where l ∈ 1, . . . ,m. (3.7)
and a family of transition intensities
λl(q,x, t), where l ∈ 1, . . . ,m. (3.8)
Here, x is a stochastic process in Rn with piecewise continuous paths denoting the con-
tinuous state if the SHS, q denotes the discrete state taking values within a discrete set
Q (corresponding to the states of an FSM), and n is a vector of k independent Brownian
motion processes. The time t is a nonnegative real number.
The time evolution of an SHS is determined by its extended generator operator L. Suppose
ψ(q,x, t) is a function of the SHS state whose expectation we wish to compute. If ψ is
twice continuously differentiable with respect to x and once continuously differentiable
with respect to t, we have the identity
d
dt
E(ψ(q,x, t) = E(Lψ(q,x, t)), for all (q ∈Q,x ∈ Rn, t ∈ R+). (3.9)
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Here L is called the extended generator operator. The definition of L is left to (Hespanha
and Singh, 2005). An SHS is said to be a polynomial SHS (pSHS) iff its L is a finite
polynomial whenever ψ is a finite polynomial in its arguments. Every CRN has an SHS
corresponding to it, as we illustrate with Example 3.1.1.
Example 3.2.1. Let x = [A B]T denote the vector of concentrations as in Example 3.1.1.
The associated SHS has the continuous dynamics x˙ = 0, and two reset maps and transition
intensities, one for each reaction:
A
k1−→ B : φ1(x) =
[
A−1 B+1
]T
,λ1 = k1A (3.10)
B
k2−→ A : φ2(x) =
[
A+1 B−1
]T
,λ2 = k2B (3.11)
3.3 Computational Geometry
A geometric shapeP embedded in Rn is called a polytope if it is bounded on all sides by
hyperplanes; it is convex if it can be expressed as the intersection of half-spaces (Gru¨nbaum,
2002, Chap.1). A convex polytope specified thusly is said to be in H (hyperplane) form. It
can be specified as the convex hull of its vertices instead in which case it is said to be in the
V (vertex) form.
A polytopeS with n+1 vertices embedded in Rn is called a simplex. We will commonly
specify a simplex using its vertex matrix, V(S ), each of whose columns gives the coordi-
nates of one of the vertices. The volume of the simplex Vol(S ) can be determined by the
Cayley-Menger determinant (Muncherino et al., 2013, p.34) of V(S ). Topologically, the
vertices of S form a clique, with every pair of vertices being connected by an edge. The
vertices in V(S ) define the convex hull of S , since every point in the interior of S can
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be represented as a convex combination of these vertices. The simplex
∆n := {(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) ∈ Rn : xi ≥ 0 and ∑xi ≤ 1} (3.12)
is called the canonical simplex in Rn.
We may partition any convex polytope into simplices by a process called simplicial subdi-
vision. We can then sum the volumes of the subdividing simplices to determine the volume
of the polytope. One possible simplicial subdivision is created by adjoining one interior
point ofP to each facet.
3.4 Order Statistics
Suppose Xi:1≤i≤n are n iid random variables each having pdf h and cdf H, each supported
on a interval B of R. Let their realizations be x =
[
x1 . . . xn
]T
, where xi ∈B. The
quantities in x = [xi ]T generated by sorting x in nondecreasing order are called the order
statistics of x. The unordered variables Xi are called parent variables, and h and H are
respectively called the parent pdf and cdf. The ordered position Xi is called the i-th order
statistic of the parent variable Xi and is the i-th smallest of the n positions in X. In general,
if the n components of X are i.i.d variates, each having pdf f (t) and cdf F(t), then we have
the following expressions for the joint and marginal pdfs (David and Nagaraja, 2003, p. 9):
fX(x) = n!
n
∏
i=1
f (t)1P ,
fXi(xi) =
n
∑
j=i
(
n
j
)
F(t) j(1−F(t))n− j. (3.13)
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whereP is that subregion ofRn consisting solely of points with nondecreasing coordinates
P := {x ∈ Rn : (x1, . . . ,xn) : x1 ≤ x2 . . .≤ xn−1 ≤ xn} (3.14)
(David and Nagaraja, 2003, Chap.2) also provides expressions for the joint pdf and cdf of
a subvector of X.
The special case in which B is a finite subinterval of R is of special interest, for we may
think of it as a (finite) boundary to which point robots attach, at positions x. The resulting
P becomes a simplex in the positive orthant of Rn, and has the form
P := {x ∈ Rn : (x1, . . . ,xn) : 0≤ x1 ≤ x2 . . .≤ xn−1 ≤ xn ≤ s}, (3.15)
where s is the boundary length.The marginal pdfs of order statistics, as well as the joint
pdfs of any of their subsets, can be computed in principle by a multivariable integral over
P . To make formulas easier to state, we will define the artificial positions x0 and xn+1 to
be the left and the right endpoints ofB.
3.4.1 Probability Integral Transform
It is generally easier to compute with uniform parents rather than arbitrary nonuniform
ones. Suppose Xi are nonuniform iid variates supported onB. Define the random variables
Yi by
fYi(x) := HXi(x)IBo. (3.16)
The pdf of Yi takes on the value of the cdf of Xi at every point on B. The variable Yi is
called the probability integral transform of Xi.
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3.4.2 Order Statistics for Non-IID Parents
While we will encounter inid parents only briefly in Chapter 7, it is worthwhile to point out
that computing their order statistics is computationally expensive, as given by
Theorem 3.4.1. Bapat-Beg Theorem (David and Nagaraja, 2003, Ch.5), (Glueck et al.,
2008): Given the inid pdfs h1:n with cdfs H1:n supported on R. Then the order statistics of
the vector x1:n, where Xi ∼ hi(x) have the joint cdf given by
FX(x) = per(L(x))IP (3.17)
where Ln×n has the entries
Li, j = H j(xi)−H j(xi−1) (3.18)
The first row L:, j consists of entries of the form H j(x1)−H j(x0) = H j(x1). We will call L
the cdf matrix of the functions H.
3.5 Counting Complexity
We will now define the counting complexity classes #P (Sharp-P), which pertains to count-
ing problems that ask “How many elements of a given space satisfy a desired property?”
(Jerrum et al., 2004). For example, the counting version of the satisfiability problem #SAT
supplies a boolean formula Φ as input and asks for the number of satisfying assignments to
Φ as output.
Definition 3.5.1. A counting Turing machine is a standard nondeterministic TM with an
auxiliary output device that prints the number of accepting paths induced by the input on
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a special tape in binary format. Its time complexity is defined to be f (n) iff the longest
accepting computation induced by inputs of length n takes f (n) steps. #P is the class of
functions that can be computed by counting TMs of polynomial time complexity (Valiant,
1979).
We define the classes #PH (Sharp-P-Hard) and #PC (Sharp-P-Complete) analogously to
NPH and NPC are defined in terms of NP. The first problem to be proved #PH was that of
computing permanents:
3.5.1 Computing Permanents is #PH
Let Mm×m be a square matrix. Let per(.) denote the permanent of the square matrix in
its argument. Define two complexity-theoretic problems, PERMINT and PERMBOOL as
follows: PERMINT (resp. PERMBOOL) takes in a integer (resp. Boolean) m×m matrix
as input, and asks for its permanent as output. Valiant’s theorem states that PERMINT is
#PH, and PERMBOOL is #PC. When M consists of nonnegative entries (i.e. Mi, j ≥ 0),
per(M) is P-approximable to arbitrary accuracy.(Valiant, 1979; Jerrum et al., 2004).
The counting versions of all known NPC problems are #PC, for example those of 0-1
Knapsack, 3-Cover, and Bipartite Matching. Our problems involving computing probabil-
ities that are the ratio of volumes of polytopes will require the following results.
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3.6 Generalized Simplex Hypercube Intersection
In Chapter 7, we will demonstrate that our problems involving computing the connectiv-
ity of a certain graph are #PH by reduction from the VHSP problem taken from (Dyer
and Frieze, 1988, 1991). Define the problem VHSP as one that computes the volume of
intersection between a half-space and the unit hypercube,with
Input: Parameters a1:n,b of the halfspace T := {s ∈ Rn : aT s1:n ≤ b}, with the entries of a
and b being positive rationals
Output: Volume of intersection of T with the unit hypercube C := [0,1]n
Lemma 3.6.1. The solution to VHSP given by
Vol(T ∩C ) = n!
n
∏
i=1
∑
v∈{0,1}n
(−1)1T v max((b−aT s)n,0). (3.19)
is #PH. Equivalently, it is #PH to find the probability that a random point in C satisfies a
single linear inequality.
3.6.1 Recasting VHSP as a Simplex Hypercuboid Intersection
It will be useful to redefine VHSP as an intersection between a half-space with unit coef-
ficients and a generic hypercuboid. Introduce the primed variables s′i := aisi, under which
transformation the images of T and C become
T ′ := {s′ ∈ Rn : 1T s′ ≤ b} and (3.20)
C ′ :=∏[0,ai]. (3.21)
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Let V := Vol(T ∩C ) and V ′ := Vol(T ′∩C ′). Using the change of variables formula for
multivariable integrals (Zill et al., 2011), we have that V = det(J)V ′, where Jn×n is the
Jacobian matrix of the transformation, given by
Ji, j:1≤i, j≤n :=
∂ si
∂ s′j
(3.22)
Evidently, the only nonzero elements of J lie on its diagonal, with Ji,i = ∂ si∂ s′i
= 1ai , so det(J)=
∏ni=1
1
ai
, yielding
V =V ′(
n
∏
i=1
1
ai
). (3.23)
This formula recovers the volume V from the transformed volume V ′ in polynomial time.
Example 3.6.1. Consider the intersection between the halfspace T := {(s1,s2) : 2s1 +
3s2 ≤ 2} and the unit hypercube C : {(s1,s2) ∈ [0,1]2}. We have a1 = 2,a2 = 3 and b =
2.The region of overlap T ∩C is a triangle with vertices (0,0),(1,0) and (0, 23) and area
V := 13 .
Rescale the axes using s′1 := a1s1 = 2s1 and s
′
2 := a2s2 = 3s2. In the rescaled coordinate
system, the halfspace and the hypercuboid (rectangle) become
T ′ := {(s′1,s′2) : s′1+ s′2 ≤ 2} (3.24)
C ′ := {(s′1,s′2) : 0≤ s′1 ≤ 2, and 0≤ s′2 ≤ 3}. (3.25)
The region of overlap is a triangle with vertices at (0,0),(2,0) and (0,2) and area V ′ := 2.
The Jacobian has determinant det(J) = 1a1a2 =
1
6 , so that V =V
′/6.
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Table 3.1: Complexity Classes and Problems
Class / Problem Name Expansion
NPH,NPC NP-Hard, NP-complete
#PH,#PC Sharp-P-Hard, Sharp-P-Complete
PERMBOOL/PERMINT Permanent of Boolean / Integer Matrix
#SAT,#KNAP Counting versions of SAT and and 0-1 Knapsack
VHSP Volume of simplex-hypercube intersection
The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is a Fully Polynomial Randomized Ap-
proximation Scheme (FPRAS) for computing the volume of a polytope as well as sampling
a point uniformly from it (Jerrum et al., 2004).
Table 3.1 summarizes all the complexity classes and problems introduced thus far.
3.7 Poisson Point Processes (PPP) and Random Geometric Graphs (RGG)
We will now consider a team of point robots setting up a wireless network on a bound-
ary. Suppose the boundary is the interval B := [0,s] and point robots take up positions
at random on it, just as given in Section 3.4. For the robots to form a connected network
across the boundary, we need every robot to have a neighbor situated at a distance d or less
away from it, where the connectivity threshold d represents the communication radius of a
robot. With this setting in mind, we borrow the following concepts from the geometry and
probability.
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3.7.1 Random Geometric Graphs
Suppose n points x1:n are chosen randomly in Rd , with each point being generated by
the iid random variables X1:n. Suppose a connectivity threshold d is prescribed. Define
a graph G with vertices at x, and two vertices connected by an edge iff their Euclidean
distance lies within d. The resulting graph is called a Random Geometric Graph (RGG)
(Penrose, 2003). The properties of the RGG, such as the number of clusters, the probability
of its connectivity, and the longest distance between neighbors are hard to compute exactly,
though their asymptotics have been determined (Penrose, 2003).
We borrow the following definitions from (Haenggi, 2012).Define a Point Process (PP)
in Rd as a countable random collection of points in it. The associated sigma algebra is
the collection of Borel sets in Rd , and the measure is the Lebesgue measure. We may
also describe a PP by the number of points it places in every subset B of Rd , and call this
quantity N(B). We define the intensity measure of the PP to be
Λ(B) = E(N(B)) ∀B⊆ Rd. (3.26)
A Poisson Point Process of intensity Λ in Rd is a PP with the properties that:
1. For every compact subset B of Rd , the number of points N(B) placed in B by the PPP
is a Poisson random variable with mean Λ(B).
2. If Bi:i=1,...,n are disjoint compact subsets of Rd , then the random variables N(Bi) are
independent.
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If Λ has a density λ , then we have
P(N(B) = k)∼ Poi(
∫
B
λ (x)dx) (3.27)
3.7.2 PPPs inB
We are most interested in PPPs in a single dimension, for our problem requires wireless
communication on a finite 1-dimensional boundaryB. A homogeneous PPP onB places
points uniformly onB, so that the expected number of points in the subinterval [a,b] ofB
is a Poisson variate with parameter b−a. This PPP corresponds to the case of the uniform
parent of Section 3.4. Thus, the count N(B) where B = [a,b] depends only on the length of
B, and not on the location of B. The homogeneous PPP places equal numbers of points on
average on subintervals of equal length.
On the other hand, every non uniform parent on B corresponds to a non-homogeneous
PPP, with the counts being equal to
P(N([a,b]) = k)∼ Poi(
∫ b
a
λ (x)dx) (3.28)
Since the intensity λ is nonconstant, the values of N(B) will vary with the location of the
left end-point a, as well as with the length b−a of the subinterval.
3.7.3 Matern Hard Core Processes inB
We will need to consider the attachments of finite robots to the boundary in Section 7.5 in
the context of the Renyi Parking Problem. These robots each have identical diameter R.
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Typically, the attachments need to be conflict-free, i.e. preclude conflicts between adjacent
robots. A random conflict-free configuration of robots is the realization of a Type III Matern
Hard-core process (HCP). We realize such a Type III HCP in B by generating n random
points x1:n on B, using a PPP , and marking each with a unique id chosen from 1 . . .n.
Subsequently, we visit the points in increasing order of their id and check for conflicts.
Every point x j: j>i that collides with xi is removed in the course of visiting xi. The resulting
configuration has m≤ n robots, and is the realization of a Type III HCP.
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Chapter 4
COLLECTIVE TRANSPORT IN THE DESERT ANT A. COCKERELLI
Source: (Kumar et al., 2013)
4.1 Abstract
Collective food transport in ant colonies is a striking, albeit poorly understood, example
of coordinated group behavior in nature that can serve as a template for robust, decen-
tralized multi-robot cooperative manipulation strategies. We investigate this behavior in
Aphaenogaster cockerelli ants in order to derive a model of the ants’ roles and behavioral
transitions and the resulting dynamics of a transported load. In experimental trials, A. cock-
erelli are induced to transport a rigid artificial load to their nest. From video recordings of
the trials, we obtain time series data on the load position and the population counts of ants
in three roles. From our observations, we develop a stochastic hybrid system model that
describes the time evolution of these variables and that can be used to derive the dynam-
ics of their statistical moments. In our model, ants switch stochastically between roles at
constant, unknown probability rates, and ants in one role pull on the load with a force that
acts as a proportional controller on the load velocity with unknown gain and set point. We
compute these unknown parameters by using standard numerical optimization techniques
to fit the time evolution of the means of the load position and population counts to the av-
eraged experimental time series. The close fit of our model to the averaged data and to data
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for individual trials demonstrates the accuracy of our proposed model in predicting the ant
behavior.
4.2 Experimental Trials
We filmed colonies of A. cockerelli collectively retrieving a standardized artificial load. A
total of 17 colonies were located in South Mountain Park in Phoenix, AZ. Experiments
were carried out during the activity period of the colony in the early morning (0600–0830
hours) and in the late afternoon (1700–1900 hours) in May 2012.
A new colony was located each day. A Plexiglas R© sheet with dimensions 61cm×46cm×
0.5cm was positioned such that one edge, Edge A, was 50cm south of the main nest en-
trance, and the opposite edge, Edge B, was 111 cm south of the nest. The sheet was covered
with white paper and leveled to avoid inclination in any direction. An artificial load was
constructed by gluing a dime with mass mL = 2.30g and radius 0.90cm to an ethylene
vinyl acetate (EVA) foam disk (0.2mm thickness, 1.0cm radius), which was rubbed with
fig paste to attract ants. We filmed the transport with a Canon G12 camera positioned above
the sheet. The camera’s field of view was 1280pixels× 720pixels, centered on the sheet.
Foragers were recruited to a whole fig placed at Edge B. Once 10 workers were feeding on
the fig, we replaced the fruit with the artificial load. Ants were able to manipulate the load
by gripping the excess 0.1cm of foam around the perimeter of the dime. Ants carrying the
load were filmed until they reached Edge A.
From the video recording of each experimental trial, we selected a segment of duration
145s during which the ants were smoothly transporting the load; i.e., the load moved a
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(a) Top view (b) Side view
Fig. 4.1: Aphaenogaster cockerelli ants transporting an artificial load: (a) top view, with
the arrow indicating the direction of the load motion and the red line dividing the load into
front (right) and back (left) halves; (b) side view. The views are from different trials.
nonzero distance during each consecutive 5-second interval of the segment. From this
segment, we extracted the positions of the ants around the load and the position of the
center of the load using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) and the Mtrack plug-in (Meijering
et al., 2012). This information was obtained from single frames at 5-second intervals.
This data revealed a number of interesting details about the transport process. In each
segment, the load was transported approximately along a straight line, and at approximately
the same speed. We next divided the load into two halves perpendicular to the direction of
motion, as shown in the top view Figure 4.1((a)), calling them the front and back halves. As
a result, each ant was either detached from the load at a given time instant, or was attached
to one of the halves. We call the corresponding behavioural states Detached, Front, and
Back respectively, and define
S := {F(front),B(back),D(detached)} (4.1)
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Fig. 4.2: The x–y trajectory of the artificial load center (left column) and the distance
traveled by the load over time (right column) for three experimental trials. The dashed
lines in the left column show the ideal straight-line path. The dotted reference lines in the
right column all have the same slope (Kumar et al., 2013).
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Fig. 4.3: The solid line shows the sample mean of the product NFvL from the data; the
dashed line shows the product of the sample mean of NF with the sample mean of vL from
the data.
to be the set of states. Also, from the side view in Figure 4.1((b)), we noticed that every ant
lifted the load, with the front ants pulling it towards their nest in addition. We estimated
that the mean lifting force exerted by each ant was FL = 2.653 mN in a separate experiment.
Next, we covered an inclined plane with the same paper as was used in the ant experiments,
and measured the angle at which the load started to slide down it as θs = 30◦. This provided
an estimate of the coefficient of kinetic friction of the sheet as µ = tanθs = 0.58.
4.3 Stochastic Hybrid System Model
Modeling Behavior We first model the behavioral component as a three-state probabilistic
finite state machine with the set of states in Equation (4.1). Every transition between states
is characterized by a transition rate, which is the probability that the transition will occur
within unit time. This FSM has a transition from every state to every other state, having the
form
Si
ri j−→ S j where Si,S j ∈ S, and Si 6= S j, (4.2)
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where ri j denotes the transition rate of switching from Si to S j. For example, rBD denotes
the rate of switching from the Back state to the Detached state. The six transition rates ri j
are undetermined. Since Equation (4.2) describes the state transitions of individual ants,
we call it the microscopic model of the SHS.
Consider a single ant in state Si to be a molecule of the species Si. Observe that each
transition in Equation (4.2) is a unimolecular chemical reaction, i.e. it has a single molecule
of the reactant Si. Define the transition intensity of the reaction Equation (4.2) by λi j :=
ri jNi (Hespanha and Singh, 2005). This transition intensity defines the frequency at which
Equation (4.2) occurs, given that there are Ni molecules extant in state Si.
Let Ni(t) be the number of ants in state Si at time t. Since the number of ants in the system
is conserved over time, we have that
∑
i∈S
Ni(t) =∑
i∈S
Ni(0), for all t > 0. (4.3)
We will use this equation in Section 4.5 to determine the number of detached ants at any
given time as
ND(t) =∑
i∈S
Ni(0)− (NB(t)+NF(t)). (4.4)
We stated in Section 4.2 that the load was conveyed in an approximately straight path.
Consequently, our model for the load dynamics will be one dimensional, characterized by
the load position xL and load velocity vL = x˙L. From our observations, it was reasonable
to assume that each Front ant pulled the load with the same pulling force Fp, and every
attached ant lifted the load with the lifting force FL. Moreover, since the load was conveyed
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at approximately constant velocity, we assumed a proportional velocity regulation for the
pulling force,
Fp = K(vdL− vL(t)) (4.5)
Here, K is the proportionality constant of the load velocity vL(t) that is being regulated
towards a desired velocity vdL.
At time instant t, the load is being lifted by a total of NB(t)+NF(t) ants, each lifting with
force FL, while the load presses downwards with a weight of mLg. Assuming that the load
is in static equilibrium in the vertical direction, it experiences an upward normal force of
Fn(t) = mLg− (NB(t)+NF(t))FL. (4.6)
At time t, the load is pulled with force Fp by NF(t) ants, and is held back by a frictional
force amounting to µFn(t). Then the net force experienced by the load in the x-direction is
F(t) = NF(t)Fp−µFn(t) (4.7)
Formulating the SHS We now define the state vector x of our SHS (Hespanha and Singh,
2005; Hu et al., 2000), combining the behavioral and dynamical components as
x :=
[
NF NB ND xL vL
]T
. (4.8)
The flow of the SHS is given by
x˙ =
[
0 0 0 vL F/mL
]T
, (4.9)
where F is defined by Equation (4.7).
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In addition, the SHS is governed by the six transitions of the form Equation (4.2), with the
reaction Si→ S j decrementing Ni and incrementing N j. As such, this reaction gives rise to
the reset map (Ni,N j)→ (Ni−1,N j+1) and has the transition intensity λi j. Since the tran-
sition intensities, reset maps and flow are all polynomial functions of the state variables, our
SHS is a polynomial Stochastic Hybrid System, or pSHS. The discrete behavioural com-
ponents Ni(t) drive the changes in the continuous variables xL(t) and vL(t). Equation (4.9)
describes the time evolution of the SHS, considering its components to be continuous vari-
ables, with a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Unlike Equation (4.2), it
abstracts away individual transitions, describing instead the populations of ants in each
state. As such, we call it the macroscopic (or macro, in short) model of the SHS.
4.4 Computing Moments of the State Vector
The extended generator operator L of an SHS may be used to derive the time evolution of
the moments of its state vector (Hespanha and Singh, 2005; Hespanha, 2004) as stated in
Section 3.2. For our SHS, we may compute the extended generator L to be
Lψ(~x), ∂ψ
∂xL
x˙L+
∂ψ
∂vL
v˙L+∑
i, j∈{F,B,D}
i 6= j
(
ψ(φi j(~x))−ψ(~x)
)
ri jNi.
By successively setting ψ :=Ni (for getting the mean number of ants in each state), ψ := xL
(for load position), and finally ψ := vL together with the approximation that NF and vL are
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uncorrelated (see Figure 4.3), we obtain
d
dt
E(Ni) = ∑
j∈{F,B,D}
j 6=i
(
r jiE(N j)− ri jE(Ni)
)
,
d
dt
E(xL) = E(vL), (4.10a)
and
d
dt
E(vL) = cg+ cFE(NF)+ cBE(NB)+ cFvE(NF)E(vL) (4.10b)
where
cg ,−µg, cF , (KvdL+µFl)/mL (4.11)
cB , µFl/mL, cFv , K/mL (4.12)
.
4.5 Estimating SHS Parameters
Now we detail the estimation of the transition rates ri j and the parameters K and vdL of the
proportional controller in Equation (4.5). We compute the means of the experimental data,
and find the parameters that best fit the moment equations Equation (4.10). The experimen-
tal data gives us the empirical values for NF ,NB and xL at each 5s interval of a 145s time
span. The values of ND over each 5s interval were computed using Equation (4.4); also, vL
was computed from the values of xL. Next, we computed the across-trial means of each of
the components of x over each time interval.
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A Weighted Least Squares (WLS) optimization approach was used to fit the theoretical
moments in Equation (4.10) to the experimental means thus obtained, with the squared
error of each variable weighted by the sample variance of its dataset. Specifically, the WLS
procedure minimized the difference between the sum of weighted squared errors between
each theoretical and empirical mean, where each weight was the sample variance of the
corresponding data set. This optimizer was implemented in MATLAB, using the fmincon
tool for active-set optimization, and the theoretical mean field trajectories were integrated
using ode15.
rDB = 0.0197s−1, rBD = 0.0205s−1,
rDF = 0, rFD = 0,
rBF = 0.0301s−1, rFB = 0.0184s−1,
and the gain and velocity set point parameters
K = 0.0035N/(cm/s), vdL = 0.3185cm/s.
Table 4.1 shows the standard errors in the fit.
4.5.1 Note on Model Fitting Process
The WLS fitting process does not employ a more sophisticated model validation process
such as cross-validation or bootstrapping as a safeguard against overfitting. This is because
our goal was to extract a model from data on ant-based CT and subsequently apply this
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Table 4.1: Standard Error in WLS Fitting
State Variable Standard Error
NF 0.0283
NB 0.0082
ND 0.0408
xL 0.4147 cm
vL 0.0029 cm · s−1
model to design control policies for multi-robot CT, rather than develop an accurate model
of the former. Consequently, our validation process performed in (Wilson et al., 2014)
involved comparing the CT of ants with that robots. Three distinct robotic CT schemes are
developed therein, which mimic ant-based CT to a different degree.
4.6 Inferences from Estimated Parameters
Since rDB > rDF = 0 , we infer that Detached ants are more likely to attach to the Back
of the load rather than the Front, possibly because of the following reasons: The front of
the load is already filled with pulling ants, making it easier for a Detached ant to attach
to Back. Also, it may be easier for a Detached ant to attach to Back and walk forward
to the nest rather than attaching to Front to walk backwards. The relatively high value of
the Back-to-Front transition rate rBF may indicate the ants’ willingness to adopt the less
preferred posture of walking backwards when faced with transporting a heavy load. As
shown in Figure 4.4, the predictions of the model agree quite well with the means of the
experimental data.
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Fig. 4.4: Observed numbers of ants in states Front (first column) and Back (second column)
over time and observed (circles) and predicted (dashes) load position (third column) and
velocity (fourth column) over time for three selected experimental trials (one per row).
In Figure 4.5, the first row shows the mean number of ants in each behavioral state Si
computed from averaging the data, compared against its counterpart predicted by the mean-
field model. The second row shows analogous comparisons for the dynamical variables xL
and vL.
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Fig. 4.5: Observed (circles) and predicted (dashes) time evolution of the mean numbers of
ants in each state (top row) and the mean load position and velocity (bottom row).
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Chapter 5
STOCHASTIC CONTROL POLICIES FOR THE COVERAGE OF MULTIPLE LOAD
BOUNDARIES
Sources: (Pavlic et al., 2013a, 2015; Wilson et al., 2014)
Now we will address the problem of allocating robots to multiple load boundaries, with
the objective of achieving a target allocation of robots to each boundary. Loads may be
of different predefined types, with each type requiring a distinct target allocation. Our
approach uses a macroscopic model of robot population dynamics to design a stochastic
control policy that achieves the desired allocation to each boundary type. This policy relies
only on local information, yet provides theoretical guarantees on the allocation achieved.
In our environment, robots randomly walk on the plane, avoid collisions with each other,
and bind to disk-shaped loads. In the course of binding, they may require other robots
to unbind from (i.e. leave) the boundary. We will validate this policy and demonstrate
through simulations that it is robust to changes in the number of robots and loads. Later,
we will modify our control policy to avoid the need for inter-robot communication. We
will also explain how our controller can be used to mimic the ant-based collective transport
of Chapter 4.
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Fig. 5.1: Example scenario with two types of disk-shaped loads, labeled 1 and 2, taken
from (Pavlic et al., 2015). The unlabeled circles are robots that are allocating themselves
to the load boundaries.
5.1 Problem Statement
An example scenario is shown in Figure 5.1, which displays a set of homogeneous disk-
shaped green robots together with two types of loads, distinguished by labels 1 and 2. For
simplicity, we will consider only disk-shaped loads. While disks are distinguished by size
in Figure 5.1, this distinction could be based on other properties in general. Suppose that
we need a mean allocation of 3 robots per type-1 load, and 5 robots per type-2 load. The
robots have no prior information about the loads; instead, each robot encounters loads in
the course of randomly walking in the plane, and can sense and communicate only within
a pre-specified radius.
Problem: Given the following information: robot radius, radius of each load type, and
target allocation to each load type, design and validate a robot controller that provably
achieves the desired allocation at steady state.
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5.2 Design of Stochastic Controller
Figure 5.2 displays the finite state machine of a stochastic controller that drives robot be-
havior. There are three types of robot behaviors:
1. Robots start in the Search state by executing a correlated random walk (CRW) in the
plane from their starting positions. This means that each robot travels straight ahead
for a single unit of time, then turns at a random angle, and repeats this behavior
indefinitely. A CRW is thus completely specified by its step length and maximum
turning angle. Thus far, robots have not attached or bound to any load, and are called
free or unbound.
2. Robot-Load interactions: On encountering a load, the robot is capable of identify-
ing the load type. It may then choose to bind to the load with probability pb(type),
which depends on the load type. For conciseness, we will write only pb from now.
Otherwise, it will continue its CRW, remaining unbound.
3. Robot-Robot interactions: When robotR1 encountersR2 in its neighborhood, each
sends out a message to the other, indicating whether it is bound or unbound. If both
are unbound, then each executes a collision-avoiding maneuver. Otherwise, one (say
R2) is bound, and the other (say R1) is unbound. Then with probability pu(type),
which will just be called pu from now, R1 may command R2 to unbind; else, R1
continues its CRW.
To make precise the design of the stochastic controller, we introduce the notions of bound
and unbound zones. An unbound zone is defined to be a sector of the load, whose arc length
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Fig. 5.2: Diagram of control flow, taken from (Pavlic et al., 2013a). Robots randomly
cycle through searching and encountering robots and unbound zones. On encountering a
load, they probabilistically choose to bind to unbound zones or command bound robots
to unbind. On encountering unbound robots, they avoid collisions. Probabilities can be
implemented with a pseudo-random number R ∈ unif(0,1).
is equal to the linear distance that a robot can occupy along the load boundary. A bound
zone consists of a bound robot together with the sector of the load it is attached to (Wilson
et al., 2014).
5.3 Microscopic Model: Chemical Reaction Network
We may represent the robot controller by a CRN as follows. Supposing that there is only
one load type, define three chemical species: r, representing free robots; B, representing
bound zones; and U , representing unbound zones. Then the action of the controller may be
captured by the reactions:
r+U
pbeu−−→ B (5.1a)
r+B
pueb−−→U +2r (5.1b)
Equation (5.1a) specifies that a free robot will bind to an unbound zone with probability pb;
likewise, Equation (5.1b) tells us that a free robot will command a bound robot to unbind
with probability pu. The constants pbeu and pueb are called mass-action rate constants, as
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in chemical kinetics. The quantities eu and eb are called encounter rates, with eu (resp. eb)
defined as the probability rate that a free robot will encounter an unbound (resp. bound)
zone during its search. Both these encounter rates are environmental parameters, and are
outside the designer’s control. On the other hand, the probabilities pu and pb are to be set
by the designer.
A CRN that consists of a pair of forward and reverse reactions will achieve a desired equi-
librium concentration of reactants and products. While Equation (5.1a) is a forward reac-
tion, Equation (5.1b) is not quite a reverse reaction, though it has the same effect. The effect
of the free robot r in Equation (5.1b) is to free the bound robot, and thereby increase the
number of unbound zones. This robot behaves like an enzyme which accelerates the pro-
duction of unbound zones, while remaining unaffected by the reaction. While the encounter
rates eu and eb may change with the number of bound and unbound zones, the reaction pair
above allows us to define the probabilities pu and pb in terms of the ratio
eb
eu
. As we show
in (Pavlic et al., 2013a), this ratio varies predictably with parameters of the robot motion
primitives, but is robust to a wide range of environmental variations. This property allows
us to select a pu and pb that consistently drive the system to a target allocation in different
types of environments.
5.4 Macroscopic Model: Concentration Fields
Using the theory of mass-action kinetics, we find that the CRN in Equation (5.1a), Equa-
tion (5.1b) corresponds to a macroscopic model consisting of the following set of first-order
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ODEs: 
r˙
U˙
B˙
= (puebrB− pbeurU)

1
1
−1
 , (5.2)
where r, U , and B denote the concentrations of their associated species. This system can
be solved completely when the initial conditions
[
r0 U0 B0
]T
are prescribed.
We will now find the equilibrium concentration
[
r∗ U∗ B∗
]T
of the species. A trivial
equilibrium is reached when r∗ = 0, i.e. when there are no free robots left, and all are
bound. If we assume that r∗ > 0, then we have an additional nontrivial equilibrium at
which B∗ and U∗ obey the relation:
B∗
B∗+U∗
=
pbeu
pbeu+ pueb
=
pb
pu
pb
pu
+ ebeu
. (5.3)
Further, noting that U˙ =−B˙ = r˙, we need B∗+U∗ = B0+U0. We now have two equations
in two unknowns, which may be solved uniquely for U∗ and B∗. We then find that the
number of free robots is driven to the equilibrium (Pavlic et al., 2013a)
r∗ = (B0+ r0)
pueb
pbeu+ pueb
− (U0− r0) pbeupbeu+ pueb , (5.4)
Further since U˙ =−B˙ =−r˙, the sum of the bound and unbound zones is conserved, yield-
ing
B∗+U∗ = B0+U0 (5.5)
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5.5 Stability of the Nontrivial Equilibrium
Noting from Equation (5.2) that r˙ = U˙ =−B˙, we can rewrite the third order system in it as
a first-order ODE in terms of r alone:
r˙ = puebr(
B︷ ︸︸ ︷
B0− (r− r0))− pbeur(
U︷ ︸︸ ︷
U0+(r− r0))
= ((B0+ r0)pueb− (U0− r0)pbeu)r− (pbeu+ pueb)r2.
(5.6)
Assuming that mass-action rate constants are nonzero, the non-trivial equilibrium of Equa-
tion (5.6) is at r = r∗ > 0, where
r∗ = (B0+ r0)
pueb
pbeu+ pueb
− (U0− r0) pbeupbeu+ pueb .
From Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.5), we have
r∗ = (B0+ r0)
(
1− B
∗
B0+U0
)
− (U0− r0) B
∗
B0+U0
(5.7)
which is positive and asymptotically stable so long as B0+ r0 > B∗. More specifically, the
system in Equation (5.2) has an asymptotically stable equilibrium described by
(r,B,U) =

(r∗,B∗,U∗) if r0+B0 > B∗,
(0,U0− r0,B0+ r0) otherwise.
(5.8)
So the CRN in Equation (5.1) is driven by the imbalance between fluxes to and from bound
and unbound zones; it comes to rest when enough free robots are converted into bound
zones to restore flux balance or when the pool of free robots is totally depleted.
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5.5.1 Asymptotic Stability of the Nontrivial Equilibrium
Now we will prove that the equilibrium in Equation (5.8) is asymptotically stable. We find
that r˙ is stationary at the point
r =
2(pbeu+ pueb)
((B0+ r0)pueb− (U0− r0)pbeu = r
∗/2, (5.9)
where the last equality follows from Equation (5.7). From Equation (5.6), we find that
r˙ is positive at the stationary point, and r˙ is negative for r > r∗. Further, the stationary
point r∗/2 is a maximum, for r¨|r=r∗/2 is negative. These observations lead us to the phase
plot shown in Figure 5.3. The flow lines converge to the nontrivial equilibrium r = r∗,
making this a stable equilibrium. Finally, since r∗ is strictly positive, this equilibrium is
asymptotically stable. Since r˙ = U˙ =−B˙, similar observations apply to B∗ and U∗, making
the equilibrium (r∗,U∗,B∗) asymptotically stable.
5.6 Reduced-Order Model and its Applications
Let r0 be the initial number of free robots. Assuming that no robots are initially bound,
then r0 is the total size of the swarm. For a large robotic swarm with r0 B∗, the concen-
tration [r] will essentially be constant. That is, while the concentrations [B] and [U ] will
move opposite to each other in relatively large swings, the fractional change in [r] will be
negligible (Pavlic et al., 2013b). Consequently, the bimolecular reactions in Equation (5.1)
can be viewed as the reversible unimolecular reaction
U
pbeur0−−−⇀↽ −
puebr0
B, (5.10)
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rr˙
0 r∗
Fig. 5.3: Phase plot of r vs r˙ from Equation (5.6), showing equilibria at r = 0 (triv-
ial,unstable equilibrium) and r = r∗ (nontrivial, stable equilibrium). Flow arrows are drawn
in blue.
which introduces the swarm size r0 as a scalar on both reaction rate constants. This uni-
molecular approximation will also hold close to the equilibrium of Equation (5.1). Thus, it
also represents how the system returns to equilibrium after small perturbations, and its equi-
librium matches the one predicted for the full bimolecular model. Moreover, the mean-field
dynamics of this unimolecular CRN is a second-order linear time-invariant ODE, which al-
lows for exponential characterizations of its convergence rate.
5.6.1 Convergence Rate and Variance
Unimolecular reversible reactions have been used in much of the stochastic task-allocation
literature. For these systems (Odhner and Asada, 2010, Section 3.2), the convergence rate is
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independent of the equilibrium distribution. For this system in particular, the time constant
τ , 1
(pbeu+ pueb)r0
. (5.11)
So increasing the swarm size r0 has no effect on the equilibrium distribution; however,
it increases the speed of the system. Moreover, by similar reasoning for unimolecular
reversible reactions (Odhner and Asada, 2010, Section 3.2), the allocation variance is in-
dependent of the convergence rate. So maximizing the convergence rate of the system has
no cost in terms of variance. Consequently, arbitrarily large swarms can be used to quickly
achieve and maintain the equilibrium allocation with very little performance cost. The
larger the swarm, the faster and more linear the system behaves. As shown in Figure 5.4,
variance decreases with the number of zones, which is consistent with unimolecular argu-
ments about control of variance (Odhner and Asada, 2010). So the variance of the system
will be improved by using robots which are relatively small with respect to the boundaries
they allocate to. By using small robots, the number of zones necessarily increases, and the
variance in allocation decreases accordingly.
5.6.2 Optimal Choice of Control Policy
We have discussed how increasing swarm size and number of zones has an effect on con-
vergence rate and allocation variance without affecting the equilibrium mean allocation
ratio. Furthermore, the control policy in Equation (5.14) includes one degree of freedom
over which (pb, pu) pairs can be chosen to optimize some feature of the system with no
effect on mean allocation ratio. By Equation (5.11), the convergence rate of the system can
be maximized by making the sum pb + pu as large as possible. Thus, for the fastest con-
vergence to a desired B∗/(U∗+B∗) equilibrium occupancy, the controls pb and pu should
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Fig. 5.4: Effect of varying disk mixture. Ten trials were generated for each experimental
treatment (i.e., number of big disks, number of small disks, big allocation ratio, and small
allocation ratio); the big-disk type is twice as large as the small-disk type. The averages
shown for each big-disk allocation in (a) are taken across the pool of 110 trials that include
all eleven small-disk allocation ratios for the corresponding big-disk allocation ratio and
big–small mixture (and similar for the statistics in (b)). Error bars show ±1 standard error
of the mean (SEM). The broken line in the plot shows the expected allocation curve from
theory.
be chosen so that
(pb, pu) =

(
eb
eu
B∗
U∗
(1+δ )
1−δB∗/U∗ ,1
)
if ebB∗ < euU∗
1−δB∗/U∗
1+δ ,(
1, eueb
U∗
B∗
1−δB∗/U∗
(1+δ )
)
otherwise.
(5.12)
However, in an implementation of these strategies on real robots subject to mechanical
fatigue or appreciable task-switching times, there may be some constraint which limits the
pb+ pu sum.
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5.7 Correction for Spatial Effects
In principle, robots can fill the boundary completely, leaving no inter-robot space; however,
this situation rarely arises in practice, for our stochastic control policy may place two robots
close enough to each other that it is impossible for a third one to attach to the space in
between them. Mathematically, the maximum value of the ratio BB+U is unity in theory,
which is hard to achieve in practice. Define r to be the mean size of the inter-robot space
between two bound zones. In (Pavlic et al., 2013a), we empirically determine the functional
form of r and show that the spatially-corrected equilibrium allocation is given by
B∗
U∗+B∗
=
B∗
(U∗−δB∗)+(1+δ )B∗ =
1
1+δ
Idealized allocation︷ ︸︸ ︷
pb
pu
pb
pu
+ ebeu
. (5.13)
5.8 Control Synthesis for Multiple Disk Types
For initial number of free robots r0 (i.e., roughly the size of the swarm), if r0 > B∗, then the
swarm allocation system for one disk type will converge to the equilibrium described by
Equation (5.13). Thus, a (pb, pu) control policy for the single-type case can be synthesized
using the rule
pb
pu
=
eb
eu
B∗
U∗
(1+δ )
1−δ B∗U∗
(5.14)
where B∗/U∗ is the desired bound–unbound ratio of zones at equilibrium. For example,
if robots at equilibrium are to occupy 60% of a disk boundary on average, then the de-
sired ratio B∗/U∗ = 0.6/(1− 0.6) = 1.5, and Equation (5.14) can be applied to generate
the required pb/pu ratio for any given eb/eu ratio. For any given desired allocation, there
is a continuum of corresponding (pb, pu) pairs. Consequently, as we demonstrate in Sec-
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tion 5.6.2, the absolute values of pb and pu can be chosen to optimize some other criteria
so long as the pb/pu ratio satisfies Equation (5.14).
Under the assumption that a robot can detect the difference between disk types, the robotic
swarm can be configured to achieve a different equilibrium allocation for each disk type. If
one additional disk type is added to the system, the CRN from Equation (5.1) can simply
be augmented with the two additional reactions
r+U ′
p′be
′
u−−→ B′ (5.15a)
r+B′
p′ue′b−−→U ′+2r (5.15b)
where U ′ and B′ represent the unbound and bound zones on the new disk type, and p′be
′
u
and p′ue′b represent the mass-action rates of the new reactions. So long as r0 > B
∗+B′∗,
then both pairs of reactions in Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.15) will meet the sufficient
conditions for convergence to equilibria described by Equation (5.13). Thus, the (pb, pu)
pair for the first type will be independent of the introduction of the second type, and the
(p′b, p
′
u) pair for the second type can be designed independently of the control pair for the
first type. Moreover, so long as the robotic swarm has a sufficiently large size r0, any
number of disk types can be considered, and the design for each type will be independent
of the design for every other type.
The catalytic reverse reactions in Equation (5.1b) and (5.15b) allow for the multi-type de-
composition described above. In general, regardless of the number of disk types, adding
more disks to a finite volume reduces the free space available for movement. Consequently,
the introduction of new disks increases the encounter rates between robots and disks. If,
instead of a catalytic reverse reaction, a traditional timer-based reverse reaction was imple-
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mented, the mean binding time would have to be reduced on every robot to compensate
for the increased robot density. That is, the increased density would lead to a higher bind-
ing event rate, and so the unbinding event rate would have to be similarly increased to
maintain the desired equilibrium allocations. As discussed in Section 5.3, the catalytic re-
verse reactions allow for the control policy in Equation (5.14) to be independent of density.
Therefore, so long as the robotic swarm is sufficiently large, additional disk types can be
added with no impact on existing control designs.
5.9 Validating the Stochastic Controller
To validate our analytical results above, we ran a large number of agent-based simula-
tions using NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999). We first validated our formula Equation (5.13) for
spatially-corrected equilibrium allocations. We also demonstrated the robustness of our
approach to variations in environmental parameters, as shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.6
plots robot allocations over time in a simulation with 300 robots, demonstrating that our
designed (pb, pu) results in the target steady-state allocation.
5.10 Simulating Ant-based Collective Transport
Drawing from (Wilson et al., 2014), we will briefly outline how the stochastic controller
above can be modified to mimic the SHS-based collective transport model of Chapter 4.
As shown there, we will divide every load into Front and Back halves; accordingly, we
now have four probabilities puB, pbB, puF , and pbF that govern binding and unbinding at
each half. The load dynamical model is carried over from Section 4.3. The SHS model
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Fig. 5.5: Effect of varying environmental parameters on robot allocations (Pavlic et al.,
2013a). Ten trials were generated for each disk size, and the average across the trials are
shown with error bars indicating ±1 standard error of the mean. A dashed line of unity
slope is shown for reference. The solid line represents the predicted curve based on the
robot collision-avoidance distance a, which is non-zero for these cases.
converges exponentially to the following mean steady-state ant populations:
[Front]∗ ≈ 5.78 ants and [Back]∗ ≈ 3.54 ants (5.16)
with time constant τ ≈ 52.08s. (5.17)
In (Wilson et al., 2014), we develop and validate three methods for computing puB, pbB, puF ,
and pbF in order to drive a robotic swarm to mimic different aspects of ant-based collective
transport:
1. Equilibrium Population Matching Method (EPMM), which reproduces the mean steady-
state Front and Back ant populations, but does not necessarily replicate the transient
dynamics of the ant populations.
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Fig. 5.6: Example simulated trajectories of robot allocation (Pavlic et al., 2015). In (a),
a single execution of a simulation of 300 robots allocating to 3 disks is shown. In (b),
the average trajectory is shown across 10 simulations. The (pb, pu) policy was chosen to
achieve a mean B/(B+U) allocation of 37.5%, shown as a dashed horizontal line.
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2. Transient Matching Method (TMM), which reproduces the transient dynamics and
equilibrium populations, but requires knowledge of absolute encounter rates for its
implementation.
3. Rate Matching Method (RMM), which reproduces the transition rates (and hence,
fluxes) between states, but not necessarily the equilibrium allocations and system
convergence rate.
5.11 Comparison with Existing Work
5.11.1 Comparison with (Konur et al., 2012)
Summary of (Konur et al., 2012): The paper develops a controller for a swarm of foraging
robots. The goal of the controller is to make the robots procure enough food for them-
selves to enable their long-term survival. The individual robot controller is driven by a
5-state probabilistic FSM (PFSM). However, formally verifying the behavior of even small
swarms takes up excessive memory and time due to state space explosion. To circumvent
the difficulty of verification, the paper develops a macroscopic model that models the entire
swarm as a single PFSM. The properties of the macro model was then verified for several
test cases.
The designable parameters of the model are the probabilities that (1) a robot will forage
(instead of remaining hungry) γ f and (2) it will grab food that has foraged (instead of
disacrding it) γg. The long-term survival of the swarm depends on these probabilities, as
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well as the energy Ed delivered by a single food item. The goal is to determine whether the
swarm will reach a prescribed energy level R within time T , given (Ed,γ f ,γg).
I will call this work the Foraging scenario and our work (Pavlic et al., 2013a, 2015; Wilson
et al., 2014) the Robozyme scenario.
Similarities : In both scenarios, the micro model consists of a PFSM, whose probabilities /
rates can be designed to achieve the system’s goal. Due to the complexity of analyzing the
micro model directly, a simpler macro model is devised. The macro model “smooths out”
or “averages” the behavior of individual robots, making it easier to analyse global behavior.
The macro model in Foraging keeps track of robot counts in each state; that in Robozyme
keeps track of the spatial density of robots (or “concentrations” of species) over time.
Beyond these surface similarities, the two scenarios are substantially different.
Provable properties: Note from Table 5.1 that the nature of guarantees provided by
Robozyme and Foraging are quite distinct.
Robozyme offers probabilistic guarantees on : (1) the mean number of robots alloted to each
load type in steady states , and (2) the time it takes to converge to this steady state allocation.
Formal model checking is impossible here, due to the difficulty in determining two spatial
effects: encounter rates, or the probability that a robot executing CRW will encounter a
load and boundary spatial effects, which prevent a boundary from getting completely filled
with robots. As a result, the Robozyme model is validated through MC simulations.
Foraging offers deterministic guarantees on the energy level R reached by the swarm within
a time bound T of the following form: Given fixed values of the triple (Ed,γ f ,γg), and the
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Table 5.1: Comparison between Robozyme and Foraging Models
Aspect Robozyme Foraging
Domain Boundary coverage: al-
locating to loads
Fetching food to nest
Method of Verification Monte Carlo(MC) Sim-
ulation
Formal Model Check-
ing, MC Simulations
Goal Allocate to loads with
prescribed allocation
per load type
Forage with energy
effiency
Guarantees Steady-state allocation
of desired number of
robots to load type
Swarm reaches desired
energy level for all pos-
sible executions
Nature of Guarantee Probabilistic Mainly deterministic
Design parameters Binding and unbinding
probabilities pb, pu
Foraging and grabbing
probabilities γ f ,γg
Robot capabilities Local Sensing and
communication
No assumptions
Robot locomotion Correlated Random
Walk (CRW)
No assumptions
Spatial effects Encounter rates, spatial
correction
Not modeled
Collision avoidance Not significant Explicitly provided in
model
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goal state (R,T ), the swarm will either attain or fail to attain the goal state, with probability
1.0. This guarantee be made through exhaustive simulation, hence requires probabilistic
model checking. Such a guarantee that is unconditional on the path followed by the system
is called a safety guarantee.
Monte Carlo Simulations are then run to compare their performance, in terms of time and
memory, against that of model checking (even if they do not offer safety guarantees). The
comparison proves that for several cases, verification runs faster than simulations, while
offering safety guarantees. The excellent performance of verification is traced to the clever
design of the macroscopic model. Thus, the probabilistic guarantees furnished by simula-
tions are supplementary to the deterministic ones.
5.11.2 Comparison with Amoebot
Here we compare our Robozyme model with Amoebot, a model for self organizing par-
ticles developed in (Derakhshandeh et al., 2014b,a; Dolev et al., 2013). Despite the su-
perficial resemblance between the two models, they belong in disparate domains for their
end goals are different. This disparity is reflected in the distinct assumptions they make
about robot primitives and sensing capabilities. Nonetheless, they may form alternative
approaches to the same problem, possibly with distinct pros, cons, and difficulty of imple-
mentation.
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Table 5.2: Comparison between Robozyme and Amoebot Models
Aspect Robozyme Model Amoebot Model
Domain Swarm Robotics Self-Organizing Modu-
lar Robotics
Application Areas Construction, Drug
Delivery, Distributed
Sensing
Smart Materials, Au-
tonomous Monitoring,
Surgery
Types of Problems Solved Boundary Allocation,
Collective Transport
Shape Formation,
Bridging, Infinite
Coating
Goal Allocate to boundary
with provable mean al-
location
Morph into goal shape,
remaining connected
always
Environment Continuous Plane R2 Discrete Tiling of R2
Robot capabilities Local sensing, no com-
munication
Local communication,
modest computational
power
Robot actions Random walk, Bind,
catalyze unbind
Null, Turn, Expand,
Contract, Divide, Kill
Robot controller FSM Driven by binding &
unbinding probabilities
Driven by flags of
neighbours
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5.12 Conclusion
We developed a controller based on a probabilistic FSM to stochastically allocate robots to
multiple payloads. We modeled the robot controller as a CRN and examined the effect of
encounter rates and robot probabilities of binding and unbinding to loads. The macroscopic
model consisted of an ODE whose equilibrium was shown to be attainable by a robotic
swarm through the appropriate design of robots’ binding and unbinding probabilities. This
design was validated by simulations with NetLogo. The controller was also modified to
mimic ant-based collective transport using three distinct methods.
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Chapter 6
MAINTAINING A WIRELESS NETWORK AROUND A BOUNDARY - PART I
Sources: (Kumar and Berman, 2014, 2016b,a)
6.1 Overview and Problem Statement
In this and the next chapter, we will answer Parts (3) and (4) of the main problem in Sec-
tion 1.3.2. This chapter will address the subproblem of computing the properties of the
communication graph G associated with a point robot team uniformly randomly covering a
boundary. The methods developed here will be reused to solve extensions of this subprob-
lem in Chapter 7. Throughout this chapter and Chapter 7, we will follow the notational
conventions in Table 6.1.
As mentioned in Section 1.3, this chapter and the next provide precise analytical formulas
for robot positions and inter-robot distances (called slacks) arising from SCS. Our results
use a variety of tools: order statistics, computational geometry, and Poisson processes to
derive these formulas. Further, we make use of counting complexity reductions to estab-
lish that certain SCS lead to a communication graph whose properties are intractable to
compute. Our results on the spatial pdfs generated by collision-free(CF) attachments of
finite robots follow in a logical progression from our treatment of point robots for which
collisions are nonexistent.
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Table 6.1: Typographic Conventions
Variable type Font Example Use
Real number Lowercase Position instance xi
Vector Lowercase Bold Position vector instance x
Matrix Blackboard Bold Vertex matrix V
Random variable Uppercase Position variable X1
Random vector Uppercase Bold Position vector X
Density function Lowercase pdf of positions fXi(xi)
Real space Blackboard Bold Real line R
Geometric figure Calligraphic Slack simplex S
Variable Meaning
(x, xT ) (Column, Row) vector
xn Column of n entries
xa:b Entries a . . .b of x
(0,1) Column of (zeros, ones)
11T Matrix of ones
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6.1.1 Models of Boundary Coverage
We consider a team of robots, {Ri}i∈[1...n] in a bounded environment E . Robots are pro-
vided only with their (perfect) odometric readings and Wi-fi measurements, and a camera
for detecting landmarks. Each robot is a disk of diameter R, and its Wi-fi has a coverage
radius of d. They have no knowledge of their global positions or other means to localize.
In the environment is placed a boundary in the form of a thin line, called the BoundaryB
which is colored black, distinctively from the rest of the environment. One endpoint ofB
is colored white.
Since the main thrust of this paper lies in the randomized analysis of the network created
by the robots, we will make the following simplifying assumptions. All robots are synchro-
nized in time, with respect to a global clock. No robot fails in the course of its execution.
Adapting to failures, and determining the success of boundary coverage in rugged envi-
ronments where Wi-fi may fail are issues to be addressed in our future work described in
Chapter 8.
To begin with, we consider point robots, for which R = 0 and thus the issue of inter-robot
collisions does not arise. Let n of them attach to B at a time instant t ∈ N (Kumar and
Berman, 2016b). Let the position of robot i be xi. Define the vector of unordered positions
to be x(t) := [x1...n]T. It will be convenient to make our computations if we sort this vector
in nondecreasing order to get its permutation x =
[
x1...n
]T
, whose entry xi is the position
of the i-th robot from the left endpoint ofB, and not necessarily the position of Ri. Since
xi forms the i-th smallest of the n entries of x, it is called the i-th order statistic of the
positions (David and Nagaraja, 2003). We may think of x (and x) as the realization of a PP
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Section 3.7, so that x forms a point in Bn =B×B× . . .B. Define the random variable
(rv) associated with xi to be Xi, and place all these rv’s in a vector X that defines the PP.
For convenience, we introduce two virtual robots x0 = 0 and xn+1 = s stationed at the
endpoints ofB. Since connectivity depends with inter-robot distances, it helps to think of
these distances directly rather than in terms of x. Define the i-th slack si to be the distance
from xi to xi+1, and the slack vector s to be s1:n+1 := x1:n+1−x0:n to be the vector comprised
of all slacks. Analogous to the rv’s (random variables) associated with positions, define the
rv’s Si and the vector S. We may think of s as a point inBn+1.
Now we introduce the notion of connectivity by defining a communication radius or con-
nectivity threshold d ∈ [0,s]. Two robots located at xi and x j are connected iff |xi−x j| ≤ d.
We model connectivity by a communication graph G (x), whose nodes are xi (or xi), and
whose edges are formed by pairs of connected robots. Since each node is a geometric po-
sition, G (X) forms a Geometric Graph. We define a position vector x to be connected iff
G (x) has a path from x0 to xn+1, and disconnected otherwise. When robots choose their
positions randomly onB, this graph becomes a Random Geometric Graph (RGG) as stated
in Section 3.7.1.
In Chapter 7, we will extend our analysis from point robots to R-sized ones on the boundary.
Define the position of a robot as that of its left end, so that robot Ri located at xi occupies
the interval [xi,xi +R]. The support of an attached robot’s position is B′ = [0,s−R] (or
a subset of it), so that the robot does not extend beyond the boundary endpoint x = s. We
define the position vector x of n robots to be collision-free (CF) if there are no inter-robot
collisions, i.e. each slack si is at least R.
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When a robot attaches to the boundary, it effectively selects the left endpoint of an interval
of the boundary of length R lying completely within the boundary. We will generally
be able to abstract intervals into points, and consequently think of a SCS as the choice
of multiple random points on the boundary. Formally, a SCS is a one-dimensional Point
Process (PP) (Haenggi, 2012) realized on the boundary. A special case of a PP involves
robots attaching to a boundary at predefined locations. We will be interested chiefly in
the Poisson Point Process (PPP) in which robots attach independently to the boundary.
To simplify our analysis, we will first work with point robots in Section 7.2 which have
R = 0, and consequently preclude inter-robot collisions. Point robots are an idealization of
finite robots which have nonzero diameter; they also provide useful approximations to the
behavior of finite robots when R s.
Properties of G
We define a subinterval ofB to be covered by a robot team iff every point in this subinterval
is within the sensing range d of at least one robot in the team.Define the covered length of
G as the total covered length ofB. We will compute two sets of properties of G :
1. connectivity properties of each SCS that we address, which include the probability of
connectivity, the mean degree of a vertex in G , the number of connected components
of G , and the covered length of G .
2. spatial properties of G , which include the pdfs of robot positions and slacks, for both
randomly generated G and randomly generated connected G . We will subsequently
extend this analysis to finite robots of diameter R.
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The connectivity properties are drawn from the literature on RGGs (Penrose, 2003). Their
computation is included in the problem statement below primarily because there are exact
formulas for them in the form of integrals over polytopes, as we shall see in Chapter 7.
However, the presence of these formulas is more of theoretical than practical interest, for
they are laborious to compute even for the simplest cases. Nonetheless, it is remarkable
that these formulas exist for attachment to a one-dimensional boundary, and can be defined
so precisely. In higher dimensions such an exact approach fails, and these properties can
be computed only in an asymptotic sense.
6.1.2 Problem Statement
We require the robots to perform the following tasks, when placed at random in a bounded
environment in which the boundaryB is placed arbitrarily.
1. Form a connected network at the white endpoint of the boundaryB.
2. Attach to the boundary, forming a connected network, or cover as much of the bound-
ary as possible.
3. Efficiently compute the list of positions taken up by the team onB.
4. Update the map efficiently as robots join and leaveB.
Further, to analyze the system, we need to:
5. Compute the connectivity and spatial properties of G described in Section 6.1.1 for
a random attachment scenario, focusing particularly on pcon(G ).
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6. Compute the spatial properties for a randomly chosen connected instance of G .
6.1.3 Summary of Results
Section 6.2 will answer Parts 1-5 of the problem statement in Section 6.1.2. The results
therein are readily adapted to any SCS of interest. The rest of this chapter will address uni-
form BC by point robots, thereby answering Parts 1-6 of the problem stated in Section 6.1.2,
with a focus on point robots attaching uniformly randomly toB. We will compute pcon(G )
for uniform coverage by subdividing a polytope into simplices and combining their vol-
umes in Section 6.4. Subsequently, we will compute the spatial properties of a random G
in Section 6.5 using results from order statistics. We will then apply the decomposition
of Section 6.4 to the pdfs obtained in Section 6.5 to formulate an algorithm to compute
the spatial properties of a uniformly randomly sampled connected G in Section 6.6 and
Section 6.7. These formulas are exhaustively validated in Section 6.8 with Monte Carlo
simulations.
6.2 Deterministic Coverage Strategy (DCS) forB
We will first provide a DCS for a group of finite-sized robots to form a connected network
with uniform inter-robot spacing along a boundary B. We adopt this approach because a
DCS illustrates the working of a coverage scheme, while being simple enough to avoid the
details required to define an SCS. This algorithm starts with a simple procedure, detailed in
Algorithm 1 below, that is guaranteed to make all robots join the same network. Assuming
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there are no faults, Algorithm 1 will terminate with all robots joining the network created
by robotR1.
Algorithm 1
1: procedure FORM A CONNECTED NETWORK(i) . i = robot id
2: state← EXPLORE
3: while Boundary not seen do
4: Execute Lawnmower walk
5: end while
6: while White endpoint not seen do
7: TraverseB
8: end while
9: if i thend i = 1
10: Create Wi-fi network
11: else
12: while network not detected do
13: Wait
14: end while
15: Join Wi-fi network
16: end if
17: state← CONNECTED
18: end procedure
In this MANET, every node acts as a router. Once the robot team forms a connected net-
work after the execution of Algorithm 1, the ID of every robot in the network is determined
by flooding. This set of IDs is stored in the routing table of every robot. Subsequently,
one robot (say, R1) leaves the network to determine the length s of the boundary using
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its odometry, and then rejoins the network by following the boundary back to its white
endpoint. The maximum number of robots that can possibly attach toB is
nmax = bs−RR c. (6.1)
The minimum number of robots required to ensure connectivity is
nmin = b sd c. (6.2)
Based on these limits, the connectivity of the robot network falls into three categories:
Case 1: If n < nmin, then at most nd of the boundary can be covered.
Case 2: If n ∈ [nmin,nmax], then all robots can be accommodated, and can cover the bound-
ary entirely.
Case 3: If n > nmax, then n−nmax robots have to be dropped from coverage. In this case,
the first nmax robots attach to the boundary, and the remaining are dropped.
Robots subsequently take up positions that are spaced d apart, so that xi = (i−1)d, using
their odometry, with the white endpoint being considered x0 = 0. Afterwards, the robots
can coordinate to attach to, or detach from, B. This DCS can be easily converted to any
SCS as follows. Instead of taking up equidistant positions, the robot team collectively
samples from a joint pdf of their positions on B, and attaches to these positions in order.
The initial step of forming a connected network makes it possible to execute either cov-
erage scheme by enabling the robots to share information about the boundary length and
coordinate their positions alongB.
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6.2.1 Deciding Connectivity of G
The robots can use the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol (Internet Engineering
Task Force, 2014; Jacquet et al., 2001) to determine the connectivity, coverage length, and
number of edges of G at any instant. OLSR is a proactive, table-driven routing protocol,
each of whose nodes maintains a table of 1-hop neighbors, which are found by flooding
HELLO messages through the network. When a new node joins or an existing one leaves
the network, a set of TC (Topology Control) messages are initiated by the neighbors of
this node, flooding the network with updated routing tables. Robots can determine the
connectivity of the network as follows: Every robot floods the network with a message
consisting of its id and its position. The flooding of the network is deemed to stop after a
timeout τ , known to all robots, at which time every robot compiles a table of robot positions
and id’s. From this table, the leftmost and rightmost robot id’s, located at x1 and xn, are
identified. If x1 ≤ d and xn ≥ s−d, then the entire network is connected. Otherwise, each
robot deems the network to be disconnected as a whole.
6.2.2 Maintaining a List of Robot Positions
Each robot Ri in the network maintains data about robot positions along the boundary in
the form of an interval tree (Berg et al., 2008). If this position data is too large to fit into
the memory of a robot, it will keep track only of its m nearest neighbors, where the size m
is the maximum allowable size of the tree. The interval tree handles insertions, deletions
and search queries in O(logm) time.
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An incoming robot that wishes to attach toB, sayRi, will approachB and send a broadcast
query to the network to determine the locations of slacks that are large enough for it to
attach. A subset of the attached robots will then respond toRi with a list of slacks where it
may attach. Subsequently, Ri attaches and broadcasts its position to its neighbors, who in
turn update their position data. Likewise, an outgoing robot Ri notifies its neighbors of its
impending detachment. The neighbors recompute the resulting slacks, making note of any
disconnected slacks introduced by the detachment of Ri. They subsequently clear Ri for
detachment, following whichRi detaches.
6.3 Slack and Position Simplices
We will now transition to considering SCS of point robots. The geometric concepts devel-
oped in this section are applicable to all SCS, regardless of the joint pdf they are defined
by. Let xi be the position chosen by robot Ri. We define the unordered position vector
as x1:n. By sorting this vector in ascending order, we obtain the position vector x1:n. Fig-
ure 6.1 shows the resulting robot configuration, along with two artificial positions x0 = 0
and xn+1 = 1. We define the i-th slack as the distance from xi−1 to xi:
si = xi−xi−1, i = 1, . . . ,n+1. (6.3)
Note that every slack is nonnegative. The slack vector is defined as:
s1:n+1 = x1:n+1−x0:n, (6.4)
which can be written as
s = T x, (6.5)
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x0 = 0 xn+1 = s
s1
x1
s2
x2
sn+1
xn
Fig. 6.1: Configuration of n robots onB = [0,s], with artificial positions x0 = 0,xn+1 = s
inserted.
where T is an (n+1)× (n+1) matrix with entries:
Ti j =

−1, for i = j,
1, for i = j+1,
0, otherwise.
(6.6)
To derive pcon, we describe the geometrical objects that comprise the sets of valid position
vectors x and slack vectors s. Valid robot positions must satisfy the constraints 0 ≤ xi ≤
xi+1 ≤ s, which can be written in vector form as:
0≤ x≤ s1,
x0:n ≤ x1:n+1. (6.7)
The set of valid position vectors forms a simplex embedded in Rn called the position sim-
plexP , which has vertex matrix
V(P) =
[
xv1 . . . xvi . . . xv(n+1)
]
=
[
0 seˆ1 s(eˆ1+ eˆ2) . . .s(eˆ1+ . . .+ eˆn)
]
. (6.8)
where eˆi denotes a unit vector along the i-th axis. A slack vector s represents a valid
configuration if it satisfies the constraints:
s≥ 0 and 1T s = s, (6.9)
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(0,0)
(0,s) (s,s)
P
(s,0,0) (0,s,0)
(0,0,s)
S
Fig. 6.2: Position and Slack Simplices for n = 2 Robots.
which can be written in full dimensional form as
s≥ 0 and 1T s1:n ≤ s. (6.10)
The set of valid slack vectors defines a simplex embedded in Rn called the slack simplex
S , which has vertex matrix:
V(S ) =
[
v1 v2 . . . v(n+1)
]
= sIn+1, (6.11)
where In is the n×n identity matrix. Figure 6.2 illustratesP andS for n = 2 robots.
6.4 Computing the Probability of Connectivity
In this section, we address parts 6 and 7 of the problem statement in Section 6.1.2 for
the special case of n point robots on a boundary of length s, each attaching uniformly
randomly toB. We will now summarize the derivation of pcon that we developed in (Kumar
and Berman, 2014). We then formulate an algorithm in Section 6.4.3 for estimating pcon
using a Monte Carlo rejection sampling method. We apply this algorithm in Section 6.8
to check our derivation and to validate more efficient algorithms for sampling connected
configurations. To compute pcon, we could attempt to find the volume of the connected
subset ofP and divide it by the n-dimensional volume ofP , which is given by the Cayley-
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Menger determinant:
Vol(P) =
sn
n!
. (6.12)
However, computing the volume of the connected subset involves a multi-fold integral that
is complicated to evaluate in general (Kumar and Berman, 2014). Instead, we adopt a
combinatorial approach that uses the slack vectors. Unlike the positions xi, the slacks si are
not distinguished from one another by an ordering. Consequently, S is a regular simplex
with side length s
√
2, and volume
Vol(S ) =
√
n+1sn
n!
. (6.13)
Next, we define the space that consists only of connected slack vectors, including invalid
ones that do not satisfy Equation (6.9). Geometrically, this space is an (n+1)-dimensional
hypercube with side length d:
H = {s : 0≤ s≤ d1}. (6.14)
All slack vectors that are both valid and connected lie in the connected region F :=
S ∩H . We denote the event that s ∈ F by Con. Define U := S \F to be the dis-
connected exterior ofF . We distinguish three ranges for d, of which only the second will
be considered from now on:
d ∈

[0, sn+1 ], for whichF =∅, pcon = 0;
( sn+1 ,1), for which pcon ∈ (0,1);
[s,∞), for whichF =S , pcon = 1.
(6.15)
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O (s,0)
(0,s)
F
U
U
A1
A2
H , d ≤ s/2
H , d ∈ (s/2,s)
H , d ≥ s
Fig. 6.3: Plots ofS = (0,s)–(s,0) andH for n= 1. For each of the three distinct ranges of
d in Equation (6.15),H has a different type of intersection withS . Only when d ∈ (s/2,s)
is this intersection nontrivial.
Example 6.4.1. Figure 6.3 shows the case n= 1, for whichS is the line segment (0,s)–(s,0)
and H is a square of side length d. When d ∈ (s/2,s), H intersects S at two distinct
points, A1 and A2. Thus, F = A1–A2 and U is the union of the two dotted-line segments,
(0,s)–A2∪ (s,0)–A1.
We will describe the shape ofF in Section 6.6. Here, we compute Vol(U ) indirectly using
a combinatorial argument, whose details are given in Section 6.4.1. This approach relies on
the decomposition of U into a set of overlapping regular simplices. The volumes of these
simplices can be combined using the Inclusion-Exclusion Principle (van Lint and Wilson,
2001, Chap. 11) to yield
pcon = 1− Vol(U )Vol(S ) (6.16)
= = 1−
nmin
∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
(
n+1
k
)
(1− kd)n√n+1
n!
. (6.17)
Here, nmin := bs/dc is the minimum number of robots needed to ensure connectivity ofB,
as well as the maximum possible number of disconnected slacks.
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6.4.1 Decomposing U into Simplices
A naive algorithm that triangulatesF into simplices will take a long time in practice when
n is large. Instead, we may write Vol(F )=Vol(S )−Vol(U ), decomposeU into overlap-
ping simplices, whose measures we will combine using the inclusion-exclusion principle
(IEP). Suppose that v is a nonzero n-bit vector, i.e. one that has at least a single bit set.
Call a slack vector s ∈ S compatible with v iff si is disconnected whenever vi = 1, or
sT v≥ 1T v. Compatible slack vectors for v pose no constraints on those slacks s j for which
v j = 0, which could be either connected or disconnected. LetU (v) be the set of slacks that
are compatible with v. We show in (Kumar and Berman, 2014) that U can be written as
U =
⋃
v∈{0,1}n\{0}
U (v). (6.18)
Further, U (v) is shown to be a regular simplex having the hyperplane form (see Sec-
tion 3.3)
U (v) := {s ∈S : 1T s = s− kd}, where k := 1T v. (6.19)
Thus, U (v) has the same form as S itself, except that it has slack vectors summing to a
shorter total slack, and has the volume
Vol(U (v)) :=
√
n+1(s− kd)n
n!
. (6.20)
Further, U (v) is easily seen to have the vertex form:
V(U (v)) = (s−d1T v)In+1+v. (6.21)
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Note that only those v vectors with at most nmin 1’s in them need be considered, for oth-
erwise their compatible simplices would lie outside S . Compatible simplices overlap, so
the sum of their measures exceeds that of U . We first decompose U using the inclusion-
exclusion principle (IEP) as:
Vol(U ) = ∑
v∈{0,1}n+1:1≤1T v≤nmin
(−1)1T vVol(U (v)). (6.22)
Substituting Equation (6.20) into Equation (6.22) leads us to Equation (6.16). We will use
this general approach for computing integrals overF later on.
6.4.2 Alternative Approach to Computing Vol(F )
Our method of computing Vol(F ) resembles Equation (3.19), but is subtly different from
it. Theorem 3.6.1 places no constraints on the last slack, but our computation for pcon
requires sn+1 ≤ d. Following Theorem 3.6.1, we may define F as the intersection of S
with two distinct hyperplanes:
F :=H ∩T1∩T2, where (6.23)
T1 := {s ∈ Rn : 1T s1:n ≤ s}, (6.24)
T2 := {s ∈ Rn : s−1T s1:n ≤ d}. (6.25)
Our approach in Section 6.4.1 sidesteps the need for two hyperplanes, but otherwise the
two methods yield the same value of pcon.
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6.4.3 Monte Carlo Method for Computing pcon
Algorithm 2 Compute pcon by Rejection Sampling
1: procedure REJSAMP(d,n, trials)
2: satcount← 0
3: for i := 1 . . . trials do
4: vector s[1 . . .n+1]← SAMPSIMP(n)
5: if (max(s)≤ d) then
6: satcount← satcount+1
7: end if
8: end for
9: pcon← satcount/trials
10: return pcon
11: end procedure
Algorithm 3 SampleS uniformly
1: procedure SAMPSIMP(n)
2: vector x[1 . . .n]← rand(0,1)[1 . . .n] . Unordered position vector
3: vector x[1 . . .n]← sort(x) . Sorted position vector
4: vector s[1 . . .n+1]← [x1:n,1]− [0,x1:n] . Slack vector
5: return s
6: end procedure
We formulate Algorithm 2 to estimate pcon by generating a set of random robot configura-
tions and rejecting unconnected ones. The inputs to procedure REJSAMP are the values of
d, n, and trials, the number of Monte Carlo trials that the algorithm runs in the loop at
line 3. In each trial, REJSAMP calls SAMPSIMP (Algorithm 3) to sampleS uniformly. If
the slack vector s returned by SAMPSIMP is saturated, a counter is incremented. Finally,
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REJSAMP estimates pcon as the ratio of the number of saturated vectors to the total number
of trials. We note that we may use exponential random variables to speed up Algorithm 3
so that it takes O(n) time to sample S (David and Nagaraja, 2003, Chap.2) instead of the
O(n logn) time required to sort x.
6.5 Computing Densities of Positions and Slacks
We will now determine the pdfs of robot positions in a randomly chosen x ∈P and slacks
in a randomly chosen s ∈S . The random x and s are generated in lines 3 and 4, respec-
tively, of Algorithm 3. We note that the position and slack vectors considered here are
unconditional on connectivity; we will show in Section 6.7 that their densities are needed
to compute the densities of vectors x and s that are conditional on connectivity.
Let the unordered robot position xi be a realization of the random variable Xi, and let X
be the random vector of all unordered positions. We define the joint and marginal pdfs of
X by fX(x) and fXi(xi), respectively. Likewise, the vectors x and s are realizations of the
random vectors X and S, which have the joint pdfs fX(x) and fS(s) and the marginal pdfs
fXi(xi) and fSi(si).
Our objective is to determine fXi(xi) and fSi(si) given fX(x). Since each robot attaches to
the boundary uniformly randomly and independently of the others, each unordered posi-
tion xi is distributed according to Xi ∼ U(B). However, computing the pdf of the ordered
positions xi requires more effort. In (Kumar and Berman, 2014), we derived a marginal-
ization procedure to determine fXi(xi); here, we use an alternate approach that is extensible
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to more general scenarios in which the unordered robot positions may not be uniform over
B.
6.5.1 Marginal PDF of Xi
We will use terminology from order statistics, as defined in Section 3.4. Substituting f (t) =
fXi(xi) = 1/sIB and F(t) = FXi(xi) = x′/sIB into Equation (3.13), we have that
fX(x) = n!IP , or X∼U(P) (6.26)
where I(.) is the indicator function that evaluates to unity in the region defined by its sub-
script, and zero elsewhere. Further, we get
fXi(xi) = s Beta(xi|i,n− i+1). (6.27)
The joint pdf of X is uniform over the position simplex, since the sorted positions xi are just
a rearrangement of the unsorted positions xi. The i-th order statistic has a Beta density with
parameters that always sum to n+ 1. From (David and Nagaraja, 2003, Ch.3), we obtain
E(Xi) = s · in+1 and mode(Xi) = s · i−1n−1 . In addition, the covariance matrix of X is given by
C(X)i, j =
i(n+1− j)
(n+1)2(n+2)
, for 1≤ i≤ j ≤ n. (6.28)
Since the entries in the lower triangular sub-matrix of C(X) with indices of the form (i, j) :
i > j are undefined, we make C(X) symmetric by setting C(X)i, j := C(X) j,i for this sub-
matrix.
That the pdf of Xi is a rescaled Beta density makes intuitive sense for the following reasons.
First, the i-th largest order statistic Xn−i+1 is the reflection of the i-th smallest statistic Xi,
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in that fXn−i+1(xn−i+1) = fXi(1−xi). We may think of Xn−i+1 as the i-th order statistic that
we encounter when we move from right to left on B; in other words, it would have been
the i-th smallest order statistic had we chosen 1−xi as the argument of the pdf fXi(xi). We
expect these two order statistics to be equal distances from the endpoint ofB that is closest
to them, which is borne out by the mirror symmetry of their Beta pdfs. Second, the mean
positions E(Xi) = isn+1 divide B into n+ 1 equal parts, as we would expect of the robot
configurations on average. Finally, the modes of the pdfs fXi(xi) peak successively to the
right, which makes sense since xi ≤ xi+1.
6.5.2 Marginal PDF of Si
We start by computing the joint density fS(s) of the slack vector over S . Since every
ordered position vector is equally likely, the corresponding slack vectors are also equally
likely; in other words, the random slack vector S is uniform overS :
S∼ U(S ) or fS(s) = 1Vol(S )IS . (6.29)
As noted in Section 6.4, the slacks are not subject to ordering constraints, unlike the ordered
positions xi, which are non-decreasing. If Perm is any permutation on the entries of s, then
the joint pdf fPerm(S)Perm(s) is identical to fS(s). We cannot impose a permutation on
the position vector x, since any permutation except the identity permutation will cause the
sequence of ordered positions to violate the constraints xi ≤ xi+1. However, since we face
no such restriction with the slacks, the si are exchangeable random variables. Consequently,
they share the same marginal pdf fSi(si), and so we only need to determine the marginal
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x0 = 0 x3 = 1
0.4
x1
0.4
x2
0.2
Fig. 6.4: The problem instance (s = 1,n = 2,d = 0.4) with parameters nmin = n, l = 0.2,
and z = 0 is an instance of the small n case. The figure above shows a possible connected
configuration, in which s1 = s2 = d and s3 = l.
x0 = 0 x4 = 1x1
0.25 0.25
x2
0.25
x3
0.25
Fig. 6.5: The problem with (s = 1,n = 3,d = 0.4) with the parameters nmin = 2, l = 0.2,
and z = 1 is an instance of the large n case. The figure above shows a possible connected
configuration, in which each slack equals 0.25.
pdf of one of the slacks, say s1. Observe that since x1 = s1, we have that
fSi(si) = fS1(s1) = fX1(x1) = s Beta(x1|1,n), (6.30)
and so Si ∼ s ·Beta(si|1,n). It is easy to see that E(Si) = sn+1 ; further, from Equation (6.6)
we can calculate the covariance matrix C(S) as
C(S) = T C(X) TT . (6.31)
6.6 Shape ofF
As shown in the previous sections, characterizing the shape of S enabled us to determine
the pdf of Si. In this section and the next, we will characterize the shape of the connected
subset F and continue to exploit connections between geometry and probability in order
to compute the marginal pdfs of Si and Xi over F , as specified in part (7) of the Problem
Statement, which required us to sample from connected instances of G . We will use the
notation Si|Con to signify Si conditioned on connectivity, or alternatively, Si sampled from
F .
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In our analysis, we consider two different cases for the robot population n, shown respec-
tively in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5: (1) the small n case, in which there are just enough
robots to achieve a connected configuration on the boundary, and (2) the large n case, in
which there are more than enough robots to achieve connectivity. We now provide tech-
nical definitions of these two cases in terms of the problem parameters. Suppose that the
position of each robotRi, i= 1, ...,nmin, is defined as xi = id. Then the robot that is closest
to the boundary endpoint at x = s is located at xnmin = nmind. The slack between this robot
and the endpoint x = s is the leftover length,
l = s−nmind. (6.32)
There are z≥ 0 remaining robots, where z is defined as:
z =

n−nmin+1 if l = 0,
n−nmin otherwise.
(6.33)
When z = 0, there are just enough robots to connectB, or equivalently, d ∈ [ sn+1 , sn). The
condition z = 0 defines the small n case, and the condition z > 0 defines the large n case.
6.6.1 Vertices ofF
Any connected slack point s ∈F can have at most n of its slack coordinates equal to d at
the same time, in which case the remaining slack coordinate becomes equal to l. Indeed, all
“extremal” slack points will have this form. We now state and prove this result formally:
Theorem 6.6.1. (Vertices of F for small n) For small n, the vertex matrix of F is given
by:
V(F ) =
[
v1 v2 . . . v(n+1)
]
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=
l d . . . d
d l . . . d
. . .
d . . . l d
d d . . . l

= d 1n+1 ·1Tn+1+(l−d) In+1. (6.34)
Proof. We can write the constraints that define the set of valid connected slack vectors that
compriseF as the following set of inequalities:
si ≤ d, −si ≤ 0, i = 1 . . .n+1,
n+1
∑
i=1
si ≤ s,
n+1
∑
i=1
−si ≤−s. (6.35)
Since F can be expressed as an intersection of half-spaces, it is a convex polytope. We
know that this polytope is embedded in dimension n+1. From (Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004), the extreme points, or vertices, of the polytope are those for which some (n+ 1)-
element, linearly independent subset of the inequalities in Equation (6.35) are replaced by
equalities. The n+1 equations
si = d, i = 2 . . .n+1,
n+1
∑
i=1
si = s (6.36)
form one such subset, which is solved by setting s1 = l and si6=1 = d. Thus, the vector
v1 =
[
l d . . . d
]T
forms one vertex of F . The remaining vertices vi, i = 2, ...,n+ 1,
can be obtained by setting si = l, s j 6=i = d. It follows immediately that F is a regular
simplex with side length
√
2(d − l). Figure 6.6 shows an instance of F and S when
n = 2.
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(l,d,d) (d, l,d)
(d,d, l)
F
(s,0,0)(0,s,0)
(0,0,s)
Fig. 6.6: Connected RegionF inS for n = 2.
Given two vectors a and b, say that b is an expansion of a to m elements iff b has m
elements, and b pads the entries of a with zeros, while retaining the order of entries of a.
In other words, we have
b =
[
0 a1 0 a2 . . . an 0
]
, (6.37)
where each 0 is a vector whose entries are all zeros, and which could possibly be empty.
Theorem 6.6.2. (Vertices of F for large n) Every vertex of F is an (n+ 1)-element ex-
pansion of some vertex ofFnmin , i.e., it is a permutation of
v1 =

d1K
l
0z
 . (6.38)
The columns of the vertex matrix V(F ) consist of all such permutations.
Proof. We repeat the proof of Theorem 6.6.1, keeping in mind that there are now n+
1 > K + 1 slacks. Once again, the extreme points of F are the solutions to the set of
equalities in Equation (6.36). These solutions consist of all permutations of the vector v1
in Equation (6.38).
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v1 = (d,0, l)
v2 = (d, l,0)
v3 = (l,d,0)
v4 = (0,d, l)
v5 = (0, l,d)
v6 = (l,0,d)
C
Fig. 6.7: HexagonalF for (s = 1,n = 2,d = 0.6) subdivided into triangles.
The number of vertices ofF is given by the multinomial coefficient(
n
nmin,1,z
)
= z
(
n
nmin
)
. (6.39)
In contrast to the small n case, in whichF is a regular simplex, we find thatF in general
admits no simple geometric description. However, the vertices of F are equidistant from
the centroid ofF ,
C :=
s1
n+1
, (6.40)
and thus lie on an (n− 1)-dimensional sphere centered at C. For both cases, since the
vertices ofF are drawn from the permutations of a multiset,F is a multi-permutahedron
(Billera and Sarangarajan, 1994).
Example 6.6.1. Figure 6.7 shows a hexagonalF for the quadruple (s= 1,n= 2,d = 0.6).
Alternating pairs of facets (line segments) are congruent.
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6.7 Marginal PDFs overF
6.7.1 Small n Case
We now use a result from (Devroye, 1986) that will enable us to compute the marginal pdfs
of Si|Con and Xi|Con, the slacks and positions for connected robot configurations.
Theorem 6.7.1. (Sampling a simplex) Let w represent the slack vector generated by uni-
formly sampling n points on I , and letS be any (n+1)-vertex simplex embedded in Rn.
Then the product s = V(S )T w generates a uniformly random slack vector onS .
The slack vector w, whose purpose is to weight the vertex vectors, is called a weighted
slack vector, and its elements swi are called the weighted slacks. Applying Theorem 6.7.1
to the simplex F yields s|Con = V(F )T w. Hence, sampling F will take O(n2) time,
which is the time required to compute the product V(F )T w. Using the definition of V(F )
in Equation (6.34), we obtain
si|Con= d− (d− l)swi, i = 1 . . .n+1. (6.41)
From this result, we see that each si|Con lies in [l,d]. The weighted slacks swi have the
same distributions as the slacks si of Equation (6.30). Using this fact and Equation (6.41),
we find that the pdf of Si|Con is a shifted and scaled Beta pdf with its sign changed:
Si|Con∼ d− (d− l)Beta(si|1,n). (6.42)
The weighted positions, defined as xwi := ∑ij=1 sw j, have the same distributions Equa-
tion (6.27) as the positions xi. Using this fact along with Equation (6.41) and Equa-
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tion (6.42), we obtain:
xi|Con= id− i(d− l)xwi, (6.43)
Xi|Con∼ id− i(d− l)Beta(xi|i,n− i+1). (6.44)
6.7.2 Large n Case
Unlike with small n, the large n case does not offer any simple formulas for connected
slacks and positions, for F is no longer a regular simplex. The consequent lack of sym-
metry inF makes it hard for formulas analogous to Equation (6.42) to exist. However, we
may follow the approach of Section 6.4.1 to develop a method that computes the marginal
pdfs fS1(s1) ∼ fSi(si) over F . This approach will aid us in Chapter 7 where we will deal
with nonuniform parents. We begin by noting that
S1 = s−
n+1
∑
i=2
Si overS . (6.45)
We then have
fS1(s1)|Con=
∫
F
(s−
n+1
∑
i=2
si)ds = s ·Beta(1,n)−
∫
U
(s−
n+1
∑
i=2
si)ds. (6.46)
It remains to compute the integral of fS1(s1) overU . Let Leb(., .) denote the integral of its
first argument over the region in its second argument. For any function I defined onS , we
have by the same reasoning as Section 6.4.1 that
Leb(I,U ) = ∑
v∈{0,1}n+1
(−1)1T vLeb(I,U (v)). (6.47)
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Substituting I := s−∑n+1i=2 si to Equation (6.47) gives us the marginal pdf of fS1(s1) on U .
Since U (v) is a simplex, any integral over it can be computed by a straightforward linear
transformation from the canonical simplex in Rn. Likewise, the order statistics Xi are sums
of consecutive slacks, and can be found by
fXi(xi)|Con=
∫
F
(s−
n+1
∑
j=i+1
s j)ds = s ·Beta(1,n)−
∫
U
(s−
i+1
∑
j=2
s j)ds. (6.48)
The formulas for fXi(xi) and fSi(si) at connectivity have no simple form that we are aware
of. Yet, it is evident that they are mixtures of rescaled Beta pdfs, of which Equation (6.44)
is an example. We will compute the pdfs of fSi(si) for a special case in Section 6.8. Note
that the expected slack vector overF coincides with the centroid ofF .
6.7.3 REPSAMP: Fast Random Sampling ofF
Given the labor of directly computing the integrals in Equation (6.48) and Equation (6.46),
we now outline a way to approximate these pdfs by sampling over F in O(n2) time in
Algorithm 4.
We offer here a heuristic explanation of why Algorithm 4 generates uniform random sam-
ples ofF ; in future work, we will investigate its theoretical underpinnings. In Section 6.8,
we verify through Monte Carlo simulations that the slack vectors generated by Algorithm 2
and Algorithm 4 are identical in distribution.
We start by considering an arbitrary disconnected slack vector, s ∈ U . We may deduce
from Equation (6.33) that at most nmin of the slacks in s can be disconnected. Thus, the
remaining z+1 slacks will be connected, regardless of the choice of s. In other words, for
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Algorithm 4 REPSAMP: Fast random sampling ofF
1: procedure REPSAMP(s,d,n)
2: Compute nmin, l,z,V(Fnmin) as described in text
3: Compute s¯1:K+1 by samplingFnmin (Theorem 6.7.1)
4: Compute x¯1:K from s¯
5: sr1:z+1← SAMPSIMP(z)
6: Compute xr1:z from s · sr
7: x← merge (x¯, xr, x0 = 0, xn+1 = s)
8: Return s← x1:n+1−x0:n
9: end procedure
s to be connected, we need to ensure that the first nmin slacks are connected. We will now
detail how to choose the first nmin slacks in such a way that, immaterial of the choice of the
remaining z+1 slacks, the configuration remains connected.
First, suppose that we need to generate a sample of a connected n-dimensional slack vector
s that has nmin+1 nonzero slacks. To do this, we first note thatFnmin is a simplex. Thus, we
may sample Fnmin using Theorem 6.7.1 to obtain a representative slack vector s¯≡ s1:K+1,
all of whose slacks s¯i are nonzero almost surely. We can then choose a random (n+ 1)-
element expansion of s¯ to obtain s. Geometrically, this process chooses a random point on
one of the facets ofF .
Now, suppose that our sample of a connected n-dimensional vector s must have nmin + 2
nonzero slacks. From the previously generated (nmin + 1)-dimensional vector s¯, we can
randomly choose slack s¯i with probability pi = s¯i/s. We split s¯i into two slacks s¯i,1 and
s¯i,2 = s¯i− s¯i,1, where s¯i,1 is uniformly random on the interval [0, s¯i]. Now we increment the
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indices of slacks s¯i+1:nmin+1 by one and insert slacks s¯i,1 and s¯i,2 as s¯i and s¯i+1, respectively.
The resulting s¯ has nmin+2 nonzero slacks. A random (n+1)-element expansion of this s¯
yields s, which is a random point on the 1-simplex between two randomly chosen facets of
F .
By induction, if we need to generate a random s with nmin+1+ z nonzero slacks, we may
split an arbitrary number of s¯i using z random points. This will give us a random point
on the z-dimensional simplex that connects z+1 randomly chosen facets of F . Thus this
procedure results in uniform random sampling of the entirety ofF .
Algorithm 4 outlines the procedure described above. Line 3 samples the representative
slack vector s¯ from Fnmin using Theorem 6.7.1. A representative position vector x¯1:nmin is
then generated from the partial sums of s¯. There are now z intermediate positions remain-
ing to be chosen. In line 5, we use Algorithm 3 to generate a slack vector sr1:z+1, which we
multiply by the boundary length s and use to compute the intermediate positions xr1:z. Fi-
nally, the two vectors x¯ and xr and the artificial positions x0 and xn+1 are merged in sorted
order, and the corresponding slack vector s is computed and returned. The algorithm’s ex-
ecution time is determined by line 3, which takes O(n2min) time, and line 7, which takes
O(z logz+n) time. Thus, Algorithm 4 runs in O(n2min+ z logz+n) time.
6.8 Validation
In this section, we address part (6) of the Problem Statement by validating each of our ana-
lytical results against the output of N = 25000 Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations
were coded in MATLAB and used MATLAB’s distribution fitting toolbox dfittool
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(MathWorks , Inc., 2014) to estimate pdfs. Consequently, we consider only point robots in
the subsequent sections.
Fig. 6.8: 3-D plot of pcon against input arguments (d,n) with s = 1
6.8.1 Probability of Connectivity, pcon
Table 6.2 compares pcon from Equation (6.16) with the estimated pˆcon obtained from N
trials of Algorithm 2. The left and right subtables show pcon varying with d and n, re-
spectively. Each table in this section will follow the format of Table 6.2 by specifying
the problem parameters in the first column and comparing analytically computed parame-
ters against their estimated values. Further, Figure 6.8 shows how pcon varies with input
arguments d and n.
6.8.2 Marginal PDFs of Xi and Si
This test verifies the formulas for the marginal pdfs of Equation (6.30) and Equation (6.27),
both of which are unconditional upon connectivity. In Table 6.3, the parameters (a,b) of
the Beta pdfs in these equations are compared with their estimated counterparts (aˆ, bˆ),
computed from N runs of Algorithm 3.
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Table 6.2: Point Robots: pcon vs. pˆcon
s = 1 n = 16
d pcon pˆcon
0.05 0.0000 0.0000
0.10 0.0001 0.0001
0.20 0.4929 0.4925
0.25 0.7898 0.7913
0.33 0.9635 0.9651
0.50 0.9995 0.9997
s = 1 d = 0.5
n pcon pˆcon
3 0.2500 0.2467
4 0.5000 0.5029
5 0.6875 0.6885
6 0.8125 0.8124
7 0.8906 0.8899
8 0.9375 0.9383
Table 6.3: Estimating X and S
s = 1 n = 4
Variable a b aˆ bˆ
S1 = X1 1 4 0.999 3.987
X2 2 3 2.004 2.991
X3 3 2 2.958 1.960
X4 4 1 4.010 1.002
6.8.3 Covariance Matrices of Positions and Slacks
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 compare the covariance matrices C(X) and C(S) computed from Equa-
tion (6.28) and Equation (6.31) with their estimates, which were obtained from N runs of
Algorithm 3.
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Table 6.4: Estimating Position Covariance Matrices
s = 1 n = 3
C(X) =
0.037 0.025 0.0125
0.025 0.050 0.0250
0.012 0.025 0.037
Cˆ(X) =
0.037 0.025 0.013
0.025 0.050 0.025
0.012 0.026 0.038
Table 6.5: Estimating Slack Covariance Matrices
s = 1 n = 3
C(S) =
0.037 −0.012 −0.012 −0.012
−0.013 0.037 −0.012 −0.012
−0.013 −0.012 0.037 −0.012
−0.013 −0.012 −0.012 0.038
Cˆ(S) =
0.037 −0.012 −0.013 −0.012
−0.012 0.037 −0.013 −0.012
−0.013 −0.013 0.038 −0.013
−0.012 −0.012 −0.013 0.037
6.8.4 Statistics at Connectivity: Small n
We validate our formulas for the statistics of the small n case, described in Section 6.7. Ta-
ble 6.6 compares the predicted parameter values of the Beta pdfs of S|Con and X|Con, given
by Equation (6.42) and Equation (6.44), with their estimates. These estimates were com-
puted by applying Theorem 6.6.1 to slack vectors generated from N runs of Algorithm 3.
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Table 6.7 compares the covariance matrix of S|Con with its counterpart estimated from the
same Monte Carlo simulation data. Note that the estimated parameters aˆ, bˆ are the inter-
changed versions of their true counterparts, as the rescaled Beta pdfs of Equation (6.42)
and Equation (6.43) have negative signs. For further validation, we plotted the frequency
of two robot positions, X2|Con and X3|Con, that were generated by the Monte Carlo simula-
tions. As Figure 6.9 shows, both frequency plots can be fit to the Beta pdf that is predicted
by Equation (6.43).
Table 6.6: Estimating S|Con and X|Con for small n
s = 1 n = 3 d = 0.3
Variable a b bˆ aˆ
S1,X1|Con 3 1 2.860 0.991
X2|Con 2 2 1.969 1.982
X3|Con 1 3 0.986 2.826
Table 6.7: Estimating Slack Covariance Matrices for Small n
s = 1 n = 3 d = 0.3
C(S|Con) =
0.0015 −0.0005 −0.0005 −0.0005
−0.0005 0.0015 −0.0005 −0.0005
−0.0005 −0.0005 0.0015 −0.0005
−0.0005 −0.0005 −0.0005 0.0015
Cˆ(S|Con) =
0.0015 −0.0005 −0.0005 −0.0005
−0.0005 0.0015 −0.0005 −0.0005
−0.0005 −0.0005 0.0015 −0.0005
−0.0005 −0.0005 −0.0005 0.0015
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Fig. 6.9: Frequency plots of N = 25000 samples of x2|Con and x3|Con from Monte Carlo
trials. Both plots are fit to the Beta pdf given by Equation (6.44).
6.8.5 Statistics at Connectivity: Large n
We now validate the formulas of Section 6.7 for the problem instance Q(s = 1,n = 2,d =
0.6) from Figure 6.7, which has the parameters nmin = 1, l = 0.4, and z = 1.
Expected value of S|Con
We generated connected slack vectors from N runs of Algorithm 2. The mean of these
saturated slack vectors was
Cˆ =
[
0.3324 0.3323 0.3353
]T
, (6.49)
which agrees closely with the centroid C = 131.
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Marginal pdfs of Slacks at Connectivity
We follow (Kumar and Berman, 2016b) to subdivideF into triangles, and compute slacks
over each triangle. We consider the set of slack vectors that comprise triangle P1 in Fig-
ure 6.7. Applying Theorem 6.7.1 to P1, we can compute a uniformly random slack vector
s ∈ P1 as follows:
s =

s1
s2
s3
=

d d 13
0 l 13
l 0 13


sw1
sw2
sw3
=

d+(13 −d)sw3
lsw2+
sw3
3
lsw1+
sw3
3
 . (6.50)
We know that each weighted slack swi has a Beta(1,2) density, which is a triangular pdf.
From Equation (6.42), it is evident that S1 has a scaled and shifted triangular pdf. However,
the pdfs of the identically distributed slacks S2 and S3 are not obvious. To compute fS2(s2),
first observe that s2 has the range [0, l]. From N runs of Algorithm 2, s2 appears to have a
triangular pdf with mode 13 , as shown by the frequency plot in Figure 6.10. The figure shows
that this frequency plot is closely fit by a plot with two line segments, (0,0)–(1/3,2/l) and
(1/3,2/l)–(l,0). Note that the area under this fitted plot is unity, as required for a pdf.
Hence, the fitted plot is the pdf of S2, which we can write as:
fS2(s2) =

6
l s2, s2 ∈ [0, 13 ]
6
l(1−3l)(s2− l), s2 ∈ [13 , l].
(6.51)
This triangular pdf is a scaled and shifted version of Beta(1,2), similar to the pdf of s1.
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Fig. 6.10: Frequency plot of N = 25000 samples of S2 ∈ P1 from Monte Carlo trials. The
plot is fit to the Beta pdf given by Equation (6.50).
Table 6.8: Equivalence of Sampling Algorithms - 1
s = 1 n = 2 d = 0.6
Moment of S1 REJSAMP REPSAMP
E(S1) 0.3317 0.3317
µ2(S1) 0.0246 0.0248
µ3(S1) 0.0000 0.0000
µ4(S1) 0.0012 0.0012
6.8.6 Equivalence of Algorithms 2 and 4
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 validate the claim that Algorithm 4 (REPSAMP) is equivalent to Al-
gorithm 2 (REJSAMP) by comparing the first four moments of the slack S1 that is gen-
erated by each algorithm for two scenarios. The first row of each table compares the ex-
pected value E(S1); the remaining rows compare the three central moments µk(S1) :=
E(S1−E(S1))k, for k = 2,3,4.
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Table 6.9: Equivalence of Sampling Algorithms - 2
s = 1 n = 5 d = 0.6
Moment of S1 REJSAMP REPSAMP
E(S1) 0.1996 0.1996
µ2(S1) 0.0211 0.0214
µ3(S1) 0.0021 0.0021
µ4(S1) 0.0012 0.0012
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Chapter 7
MAINTAINING A WIRELESS NETWORK AROUND A BOUNDARY - PART II
7.1 Summary of Results
In this chapter, we will substantially extend the results of Chapter 6 to more general SCS.
We start by considering general IID parents in Section 7.2. Next, we will define the connec-
tivity properties of G as integrals overS in Section 7.3. Within Section 7.3, Section 7.3.5
will analyze dynamic attachment and detachment, in which robots attach and detach dy-
namically fromB. We will move on to consider collision-free attachments of finite robots
in Section 7.5. In Section 7.4 we show heat maps of the properties of the graph G com-
puted from Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, Section 7.6 through Section 7.9 detail the
complexity of computing pcon for various SCS. The cases of robots with heterogeneous
communication radii and inid parents are deferred to those sections, for the reasons ex-
plained therein.
7.2 IID Coverage by Point Robots
In this section, we consider an SCS driven by a Poisson Point Process (PPP), in which
every robot attaches independently to B following the same spatial parent pdf. In other
words, X consists of iid random variables and defines a PPP on B. Specifically, suppose
that the parent pdf and cdf are h(x) and H(x) respectively, both supported onB. Then the
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number of points N falling on a subinterval [a,b] of B is a Poisson random variable with
underlying pdf h(x):
N(a,b)∼ Poi(λ ) where λ = H(b)−H(a). (7.1)
7.2.1 Joint PDF of Positions
We interpret x and s as points in Rn and Rn+1, respectively, following the treatment in
Section 6.4. The notions of position simplex, slack simplex, connected region F and
disconnected region U carry over from Section 6.4. The difference now is that the pdf
fX(x) is no longer uniform over P , nor over S . Instead, the parent h generates the joint
pdf (David and Nagaraja, 2003)
fX(x) = n! ∏
1≤i≤n
h(xi)IP (7.2)
over the the position simplex, where I denotes the indicator function as in Equation (6.26).
This pdf is called the Janossy pdf (Haenggi, 2012) of the PPP. Changing the argument from
x to s gives us
fS(s1:n) = n! ∏
1≤i≤n
h(
i
∑
j=1
s j)IS (7.3)
Notice that the slacks Si are not exchangeable as was the case with uniform coverage, a fact
which makes computations harder. The marginal pdfs of order statistics are determined
from Equation (3.13):
fXi(t) =
n
∑
j=i
(
n
j
)
F(t) j(1−F(t))n− j. (7.4)
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The marginal pdfs of slacks are more involved. From (David and Nagaraja, 2003), we have
fSi(t) =
n!
(i−1)!(n− i−1)!
∫ s
x=0
H(x)i−1h(x)h(x+ t)(1−H(x+ t))n−i−1dx. (7.5)
Likewise, the joint pdf of a subset of slacks, and of a subset of order statistics can be
determined by repeated marginalization from Equation (7.3).
7.3 Properties of G generated by IID Parents
We will compute the properties of G in the coming subsections, starting with pcon. The
formula for finding pcon provides us with a template for partitioning S into regions that
are amenable to computing the following properties of G : the number of connected com-
ponents of G , the coverage induced by G , and the edge count of G . While these quantities
are nontrivial to compute for RGGs of arbitrary dimension (Penrose, 2003), there exist
straightforward, if tedious, algorithms to compute them for a single dimension. All these
algorithms essentially involve computing the ratio of integrals of the joint pdf fS(s) over a
subset ofS .
7.3.1 Probability of Connectivity
The probability of connectivity pcon is the ratio of the volume of the joint pdf lying overF
to that overS :
pcon :=
Leb(S,F )
Leb(S,S )
=
∫
F fS(s)ds∫
S fS(s)ds
. (7.6)
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where Leb(S,S ) computes the Lebesgue measure of the joint pdf of S over S . From
Equation (6.22), we have that
Leb(S,U ) = ∑
v∈{0,1}n+1:1≤1T v≤nmin
(−1)1T vLeb(S,U (v)). (7.7)
As the joint slack pdf fS(s) does not have exchangeable slacks, Equation (7.7) will require
the evaluation of
nmin
∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(7.8)
integrals in the worst case. We prove in Section 7.7 that finding pcon can be #PH in the
worst case.
7.3.2 Number of Connected Components
A slack vector s has a single connected component iff it is connected, i.e if s ∈F . Each
unsaturated slack in s inserts a new connected component into G . Define the component
counting function
cmp :S 7→ N with cmp(s) =
n+1
∑
i=1
Isi≤d, (7.9)
where the indicator variable Isi≤d is unity if si is connected and zero otherwise, and N =
{0,1,2, . . .}. By definition, we have cmp = n+ 1− 1T v identically over U (v). We may
then compute the expectation of cmp over S by writing S = U ∪F , and consequently
get
E(cmp) = Leb(cmp,S ) = ∑
v∈{0,1}n+1:1T v≤nmin
(−1)1T v
∫
U (v)
(n+1−1T v) fS(s)ds. (7.10)
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7.3.3 Coverage Length
To determine the length ofB covered by s, we will introduce the coverage function cov(s).
If s is connected, then its coverage length cov(s) is the boundary length s. If s has a
disconnected slack si, a length of si−d is left without coverage. This motivates us to define
cov by
cov :S 7→ R with cov(s) = s−
n+1
∑
i=1
max(si−d,0). (7.11)
Computing E(cov) over S is not simplified by the decomposition S :=U ∪F , for cov
is non-constant over U . A straightforward integration gives us
E(cov) = Leb(cov ·S,S ) = s ·Leb(S,S )−
n+1
∑
i=1
∫
U
max(0,si−d) fS(s)ds. (7.12)
7.3.4 Edge Count
We will define the edge counting function edg(.) over positions rather than slacks. Given
the position vector x, there exists an edge between xi and x j iff x j−xi ≤ d. Accordingly,
we have
edg :P 7→ N, with edg(x) :=
n−1
∑
i=1
n
∑
j=i+1
(1−max(x j−xi−d,0)) (7.13)
with E(edg) being the integral of Equation (7.13) overP:
E(edg) = Leb(X,P)−
∫
P
∑
i, j:1≤i< j≤n
max(x j−xi) fX(x)dx. (7.14)
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7.3.5 Dynamic Coverage with IID Attachment
Now we will examine a strategy in which the robot team dynamically attaches and detaches
from the boundary, with the pdfs of their attachment being iid onB.
Dynamic Attachment
We first consider the case in which robots attach to the boundary without detaching. One
robot position is chosen at every time step from the parent pdf h until connectivity is
achieved. We compute the expected time until connectivity, or the expected stopping time
of the SCS. To determine the stopping time, we consider the sequence (pi)i∈N, where pi is
the probability of connectivity with i robots. Irrespective of the parent pdf h, having more
robots onB leads to a greater probability of connectivity. Consequently, the sequence (pi)
is monotonically increasing on the support [nmin,∞) and tends to unity as i grows without
bound. We also know that pi:i≤nmin = 0. Consequently, the attachment process will ter-
minate (resp. fail to terminate) at i ≥ nmin robots with probability pi (resp. 1− pi). The
probability of connectivity being attained by i robots is:
τi =

0 for 1≤ i < nmin
(1− pi−1)pi for i≥ nmin
(7.15)
Thus, τi is a generalized geometric random variable whose probability of success in a trial
is distinct from that in its previous one. The expected stopping time is
E(τ) =
∞
∑
i=nmin
iτi. (7.16)
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Since pi > pnmin for i > nmin, we expect connectivity to be achieved more quickly than that
of a geometric random variable whose parameter is pnmin , so that
E(τ)≤ 1
pnmin
. (7.17)
Stopping Time of Connectivity for Uniform parent
The uniform parent has the special property that S is jointly uniform over S , with each
slack being identically distributed (though not iid) as scaled exponentials of the form s ·
Exp(1). Further, the order statistics of the slacks, represented by the vector s, formed by
sorting s in increasing order, obey the relations (David and Nagaraja, 2003):
E(Si) =
s
n+1
n+1
∑
j=1
1
j
=
s
n+1
(Hn+1−Hi) (7.18)
V (Si) =
n+1
∑
j=i
1
j2
(7.19)
where Hn denotes the harmonic numbers. The longest slack Sn+1 has the expected value
sHn+1
n+1 . To have sn+1 ≤ d, we need Hn+1n+1 ≤ ds , which may be solved numerically to get the
expected stopping time of connectivity. If n is large we may take Hn ≈ logn, providing
log(n+1)
n+1
≤ d
s
=⇒ n = exp
(
−W (d
s
)
)
−1, (7.20)
where W is the Lambert W function.
Dynamic Attachment and Detachment
We now consider a scenario in which we require robots to strike a balance between forming
a connected network on the boundary and exploring the surrounding environment of the
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boundary. Formally, we are given that at every time instant t ∈ R+, a robot may be either
attached to the load or detached from it; in other words, the robot has a temporal state
alphabet Σ := {A (attached), D (detached)}.
Problem Statement. Design the robots’ rates of switching between states, with a guaran-
tee on the expected amount of time that the boundary will have a connected network.
To analyze the behavior of the robots, we introduce the temporal state N(t)=
[
NA(t) ND(t)
]T
,
whose entries denote the number of robots in states A and D, respectively. We assume that
the total number of robots is conserved, which implies that
NA(t)+ND(t) = NA(0)+ND(0). (7.21)
Now we suppose that robots change state according to the chemical reactions
A
rAD−−→ D and D rDA−−→ A (7.22)
where ri j, the reaction rate constant, is the probability per unit time of a robot in state i to
switch to state j. The populations of robots in both states evolve over time as
d
dt
N(t) =
−rAD rDA
rAD −rDA
N(t). (7.23)
At equilibrium, ddt N(t) = 0, and so Equation (7.23) yields
N∗A
N∗D
=
rDA
rAD
. (7.24)
We can solve for NA∗ and ND∗ using Equation (7.21) and Equation (7.24). By designing
rDA to be sufficiently large, we thereby make N∗A correspondingly large, and thus guarantee
the expected time for whichB will be connected.
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7.4 Properties of G Computed by Monte-Carlo Sampling
This section computes the properties of G generated by averaging the results of 2500 Monte
Carlo trials, for point robots. In each trial, a configuration of robots was sampled on B
using the parent pdf, and the graph G was computed using the robot positions x and the
communication range d. Each of the properties of G described in Section 7.3 was then
computed, and then averaged across trials to get their expected value. These results can
be used by a system designer to select the number of robots and the robot communication
radius, that will yield desired boundary coverage properties in expectation.
7.4.1 Uniform parent
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 show the three-dimensional contour plots of four graph proper-
ties: probability of connectivity, number of components, mean vertex degree, and covered
length as a function of n and d, for the uniform parent on a boundary with length s = 15.
The robots are considered to be point robots.
7.4.2 Piecewise Uniform Parent
Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 repeat the above plots for a piece-wise uniform parent on the
same boundary. We define a k-piecewise uniform (PWU) parent to be one whose pdf is the
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Fig. 7.1: Properties of G Generated by Uniform Parent: Contour plots of pcon (top) and
mean number of components (bottom)
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Fig. 7.2: Properties of G Generated by Uniform Parent: Contour plots of mean vertex
degree (top) and mean covered length (bottom)
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union of k uniform pdfs on its support. Our parent of interest is the 3-PWU pdf:
f (x) =

0.2, for x ∈ [0,5]
0.6, for x ∈ [5,10]
0.2, for x ∈ [10,15].
(7.25)
Note that Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 closely resemble the plots Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2
for the uniform parent. This resemblance occurs for other parent pdfs that we tried: Beta,
truncated normal, and triangular pdfs onB.
7.5 Uniform Coverage by Finite Robots
We now consider SCS with finite robots, each of which has a nonzero diameter R. Unlike
the case of point robots, the maximum number of attached robots is finite and given by
nmax = b sRc. (7.26)
We say that two robots conflict with each other if they physically overlap, just as in Sec-
tion 3.7.3, and conflict-free (CF) otherwise. We say that a configuration of robots on B is
CF iff it has no pairs of conflicting robots. CF positions are a realization of a Matern hard-
core PP (Haenggi, 2012), which prohibits its points from lying within a threshold distance
of each other. The valid range for n is [nmin,nmax]. The case d = R is of special interest to
us, since it is an instance of Renyi’s Parking Problem.
Problem Statement. Renyi’s Parking Problem (Sikiric and Itoh, 2011; Dvoretzky and
Robbins, 1964) Cars of unit length park uniformly randomly on a segment of length s,
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Fig. 7.3: Properties of G Generated by 3-PWU Parent: Contour plots of pcon (top) and
mean number of components (bottom)
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Fig. 7.4: Properties of G Generated by 3-PWU Parent: Contour plots of mean vertex degree
(top) and mean length covered (bottom)
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avoiding conflicts, until no parking space is available for the next car. Analyze the pdf of
the final number of parked cars, N.
The mean number of parked cars, E(N), obeys a delay integral equation with the asymptotic
solution
lim
s→∞E(N) = npc · s≈ 0.748s, (7.27)
where npc is Renyi’s parking constant (Re´nyi, 1958). This result implies that we expect
75% of the segment to be occupied by cars at the point where there is no more room to ac-
commodate another car. An exact solution for E(N) leads to an intractable bsc-dimensional
integral (Muller, 2007). Our SCS with fixed n and uniformly random attachments is a spe-
cial case of Renyi’s Parking Problem in which N is trivial to compute. However, to our
knowledge, there has been no analysis of the spatial pdfs that are generated by the parked
cars in this problem, which we provide in Section 7.5.1.
7.5.1 Connectivity of Conflict-Free Parking
We now formulate the CF equivalent of the geometric form of the point-robot attachment
scenario introduced in Section 6.3. Define the position of a robot as that of its left end,
so that robot Ri located at xi occupies the interval [xi, xi+R]. The support of all attached
robot positions isB′ = [0,s−R], which ensures that no robot extends beyond the boundary
endpoint x = s. We introduce two artificial robots at x0 = −R and xn+1 = s. It is easy to
see that x is CF iff
0≤ x0, xn ≤ s−R, and xi−xi−1 ≥ R, for i = 1 . . .n, (7.28)
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and define PCF to be the set of CF position vectors. Likewise define the CF subset of S
and the resulting connected region by
SCF := {s ∈S : R ·1T ≤ s} (7.29)
FCF :=SCF∩H = {s ∈S : R ·1T ≤ s≤ d ·1T}. (7.30)
Geometrically,SCF is a simplex with the hypercuboids 0≤ si ≤ R removed. Reasoning as
in Section 6.4, we have pcon(G ) = Vol(FCF)/Vol(SCF); however, we are unable to find
a closed form expression for pcon as we did there. The lack of a simplifying expression
for pcon means that the computation of pcon(G ) has to involve the triangulation of FCF
into simplices, a time-consuming operation that we explicitly avoided in Equation (6.18).
Likewise, expressions for the order statistics and slacks of CF positions are obtained by in-
tegrating the uniform joint pdf overSCF instead ofS , as are the formulas for the properties
of G derived in Section 7.3.
We conclude this chapter by investigating the complexity of computing pcon for various
problem scenarios. While these computations are not required by the problem statement
in Section 6.1.2, they nonetheless provide insight into the problem scenarios that lead to
highly symmetric F versus those that do not. As a rule of thumb, computing pcon is easy
for the former cases, but hard for the latter. We will formally derive lower bounds for
computing pcon using Theorem 3.6.1.
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7.6 Computing pcon for Uniform Coverage
We now investigate the complexity of exactly computing pcon using Equation (6.22). We
begin with a pseudo-P lower bound for computing pcon for the uniform parent. We will then
discuss lower bounds for non-uniform parents. Define the complexity theoretic problem
PCON(h,s,d,n) 7→ pcon, with
Input: Parameters of SCS : encoding of h ; s,d ∈Q+ ; n ∈ N
Output: Probability of connectivity pcon ∈Q+
Rational inputs and outputs are specified as exact reduced fractions; for example, s is input
as the pair (num(s),den(s)). Let PCON(U) denote the subproblem of PCON having a
uniform parent.
Theorem 7.6.1. PCON(U) can be solved in Ω(n) and O(n logn) time.
Proof. Upper bound: Equation (6.16) is a possible solution for PCON(U); therefore, the
worst-case running time of an algorithm implementing it constitutes an upper bound for
PCON(U). This algorithm uses binary exponentiation compute terms of the form (1−
kd/s)n on the right side of Equation (6.16) to run in O(nmin logn) time; its worst-case
instances, which have n > nmin take O(n logn) time, which forms an upper bound for any
solution to PCON. This algorithm thus solves PCON in pseudo-P time.
Lower bound: Consider PCON(U) instances with s = 43d, for which
PCON= 1− (n+1) · 1
4n
≈ 1− n
4n
(7.31)
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The input size for these instances is O(logn), but the output size is exponential in the input
size, implying an Ω(n) lower bound for any algorithm for PCON(U). The upper bound
of O(n logn) exceeds the lower bound Ω(n) only by a polynomial in the input size of
PCON(U).
7.6.1 Computing Vol(F ) and Vol(U ) for Uniform Parents
The
√
n in the formula for Vol(U ) obtained from Equation (6.20) makes it impossible
to provide a bounded decimal expansion to Vol(U ), and to Vol(F ) as well. Hence the
complexity of writing down Vol(F ) is infinite, except when n is the square of an integer.
Remedying this unbounded expansion requires us to leave the term n!/
√
n+1 unsimplified.
As a result, the bounds for PCON(U) apply to Vol(F ).
Now note that U (v) for any v ∈ {0,1}n+1 involves the intersection of S with a hyper-
cuboid C ′ formed by the product of intervals C ′i , where
C ′i :=

[0,s] if vi = 0
[0,d] otherwise.
(7.32)
The sides of C ′ thus take on only two possible values; consequently, C ′ is too specific
for us to apply the hardness result in Theorem 3.6.1 to Vol(U (v)). It follows that this
volume can be computed in pseudo-P time. This pseudo-P time bound also applies to all
the connectivity properties of G listed in Section 7.3.
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7.7 PCON for Nonuniform IID parents
Nonuniform iid parents arise in a variety of problem scenarios, for example:
1. Consider a robot team that wishes to gather say at must gather at a target location
x ∈B, and neglect collisions among them. If the robots have noisy odometry, then
the robots’ parent will be a truncated Gaussian supported on B. This truncated
Gaussian parent has mean x and has fixed variance σ2, determined by the uncertainty
in the robots’ wheel odometry.
2. Consider the case whereB is the perimeter of a payload with a nonuniform distribu-
tion of mass, with one side of the load heavier than the other. More robots are needed
to support the heavier side during transport, and so the parent pdf will have a higher
density along the boundary of that side.
3. Consider the adsorption of nanoparticles on a heterogeneous boundary, that is com-
prised of several distinct subintervals, each with a different adsorption rate. Then the
parent of each particle is a mixture of pdfs that are supported on each subinterval.
We will now give an example of a nonuniform parent whose pcon is #PH to compute.
For this purpose, define a k-piecewise uniform (k-PWU) pdf over a finite support [0,L] as
follows. Partition the support into k nonempty subintervals as
[0,L] := [0,L1]∪ [L1,L2]∪ . . .∪ [Lk,s], (7.33)
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Fig. 7.5: 4-Uniform PDF on the boundary B := [0,1]. When the number of pieces is not
constant, computing PCON becomes #PH.
On the i-th subinterval, f (x) is defined to be the constant pi ∈ [0,1], which are chosen to
satisfy ∑ pi(Li−Li−1) = 1, and consequently f is a pdf on B. We define an nU pdf to be
one which has n pieces, on each of which it is constant. A 4U pdf is shown in Figure 7.5.
Theorem 7.7.1. PCON(nU) is #PH.
Proof. Given the VHSP instance with the dimension n+1, having the hypercuboid C ′ :=
∏1≤i≤n+1[0, li] and the half-space T := {s ∈ Rn : 1T s ≤ b}. Let L := ∑ li. Define the
equivalent instance of PCON to have the parameters
s :=
b
L
, d := 1 ,and h :=

li
L if x ∈ [i, i+1]
0 otherwise
., (7.34)
Define Yi ∼ H(Xi) to be the probability integral transform of Xi. From the definition of Yi,
we have that P(xi ∈ [i, i+1]) = P(yi ∈ [0, liL)]. It follows that if X is connected, then Y lies
within C ′. Moreover, Y is jointly uniform on the half-space
T ′ = {y ∈ Rn : y≥ 0 and ∑yi ≤ s}. (7.35)
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Thus, pcon = Vol(T ′∩C ′)/Vol(C ′). Since we can compute pcon in P time, we can solve
VHSP by returning pcon ·Vol(C ′) in P time.
7.7.1 More General Parents whose PCON is #PH
We may extend Theorem 7.7.1 to more general parents that satisfy the constraints:
d∫
(i−1)d
h(x)dx = li for all i = 1, . . . ,n, where li ≥ 0 and∑ li = 1. (7.36)
Since Equation (7.36) provides us with n constraint equations, h needs to contain at least n
parameters to fit them, e.g. polynomials of degree n, with arbitrary coefficients. More gen-
erally, if f1, . . . , fn are arbitrary pdfs with unit supports, each having at least one parameter,
then their mixture
h(x) = fi(x) if x ∈ [i−1, i)IB, whereB = [0,n+1] (7.37)
can obey Equation (7.36). Consequently, computing PCON for this mixture is #PH.
For nonuniform parents such as truncated Gaussians and Beta pdfs, PCON could either
be pseudo-P or #PH. We do not currently have reductions for these parents, nor can we
derive a pseudo-P algorithm for computing pcon. However, we would like to state a rule of
thumb: the more arbitrary parameters (such as coefficients) a parent has, the more likely it
is to have an instance that satisfies Equation (7.36), and as such its PCON is more likely to
be #PH.
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7.8 PCON for Robots with Distinct Communication Ranges
We now consider a heterogeneous robot team whose Wi-fi adapters have different levels
of transmission power, so that Ri has communication range di. We call Ri weaker (resp.
stronger) thanR j iff di < d j (resp. di > d j). If di = d j, we say that the two robots have equal
power. Then the robot network is represented by the digraph G , whose directed edges are
of the form i→ j iff Ri can transmit to R j. In general, edges are not bidirectional, since
a weaker robot will not sense a stronger one, even though the converse is true. Without
losing generality, we assume that di ≤ d j iff i < j.
Consider a configuration in which the robots are arranged from left to right in increasing
order of their ids, as shown in Figure 7.6, wherein Ri takes up position xi. For each robot
to be able to communicate to its neighbours, the configuration needs to satisfy the n+ 1
constraints:
s1,s2 ≤ d1; s3,s4 ≤ d2; . . . ;

sn,sn+1 ≤ d(n+1)/2 if n is odd
sn−1,sn ≤ dn/2 and sn+1 ≤ dn/2+1 if n is even
(7.38)
or equivalently,
si ≤ db i+12 c, for i = 1, . . . ,n. (7.39)
We call such a configuration a 1-hop connected configuration, since every robot is just one
hop away from adjacent ones.
Note 1-hop connectivity is different from connectivity. For example, in Figure 7.6, ifR2 is
too weak to communicate with R3, it may route its messages destined for R3 through R1.
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s1 ≤ d1
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s2 ≤ d1
x2
s3 ≤ d2
x3 xi−1
si ≤ db i+12 c
xi
sn+1 ≤ db n+12 c
xn
Fig. 7.6: A 1-hop connected configuration of n robots with distinct communication ranges
requires slacks to obey si ≤ d j, where j = b i+12 c. We assume that the robots attach in the
same order as their indices, i.e. Ri with range di, occupies position xi.
We do not have a hardness result for connectivity, and will restrict ourselves to the more
restricted case of 1-hop connectivity throughout this section.
For all n, the bounds for the slacks generated by a configuration of n robots consist of the
smallest communication ranges, twice repeated. If we do not make the assumption that
robots attach in order of their indices, we find that a connected configuration will have
two adjacent slacks s j,s j+1 not exceeding di for every i : 1, . . . ,n/2+ 1; if n is even, one
remaining slack will not exceed dn/2+1. To make these notions more precise, we define the
dimension multiset of a team of robots to be
dim :=

{d1,d1, . . . ,d n+1
2
,d n+1
2
} if n is odd,
{d1,d1, . . . ,d n2 ,d n2 ,dn/2+1} if n is even.
(7.40)
Further, we define a canonical permutation of the dimension multiset as one which places
equal elements adjacently. A canonical permutation of dim corresponds to a connected
configuration of robots which attach in an arbitrary order, and not necessarily in the order
of their ids.
Example 7.8.1. Suppose that two robots R1 and R2 with ranges d1 and d2 : d2 >= d1
attach to B. Their dimension multiset is dim = d1,d1,d2. The canonical permutations of
dim are
Perm(dim) := {(d1,d1,d2),(d2,d1,d1)}, (7.41)
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and the number of canonical permutations is |Perm(dim)| = 2. The first permutation
(d1,d1,d2) tells us that, if the position of R1 comes before that of R2 (i.e. x1 ≤ x2), then
a connected configuration will have s1 ≤ d1,s2 ≤ d1,s3 ≤ d2. In other words, its slack
vector lies in the cuboid [0,d1]× [0,d1]× [0,d2]. Likewise, the second permutation tells
us that if x2 ≤ x1, then the slack vector of a connected configuration will lie in the cuboid
[0,d2]× [0,d1]× [0,d1].
When a third robot R3 attaches, dim becomes {d1,d1,d2,d2} and has the canonical per-
mutations
Perm(dim) := {(d1,d1,d2,d2),(d2,d2,d1,d1)}, (7.42)
with |Perm(dim)|= 2.
Every permutation perm in Perm(dim) defines an induced hypercuboidHperm that a slack
vector must lie in to be connected. Thus, for a slack vector to be 1-hop connected, it needs
to lie in the union of hypercuboids induced by Perm,
H: =
⋃
perm∈Perm(dim)
Hperm. (7.43)
Consequently, the 1-hop connected region isF :=S ∩H .
Example 7.8.2. Suppose as in Example 7.8.1 that robots R1 and R2 attach to B. The
1-hop connectivity hypercuboids are
H1 := [0,d1]× [0,d1]× [0,d2], (7.44)
H2 := [0,d2]× [0,d1]× [0,d1]. (7.45)
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The union of the two cuboids is H :=H1∪H2, and the 1-hop connected region is F =
S ∩H . Note that the hypercuboids’ intersection is the cube C = [0,d1]3.
Note that s falls into 3 ranges. (a) If s≤ 3d1, thenS overlaps with the cube C , and we are
back to the case of equal communication ranges addressed in Section 7.6. (b) If s satisfies
3d1 < s < 2d1 + d2, then S does not intersect C at all. Instead, its intersection with H
is the disjoint union of its intersections withH1 andH2. (c) If s > 2d1+d2, thenF =∅
and pcon = 0.
For our reduction, we will be most interested in the case in which S has disjoint overlaps
with each 1-hop connectivity hypercuboid, i.e. we have
S ∩Hi∩H j =∅, butS ∩Hi 6=∅ (7.46)
where Hi and H j are distinct 1-hop connectivity hypercuboids induced by Perm(dim).
Continuing the reasoning in Example 7.8.2, we then need to have s sufficiently large such
that S does not have nonempty intersections with Hi∩H j. At the same time, s needs to
be sufficiently small such thatS has a nonempty intersection with eachHi. Let max(dim)
denote the maximum entry, or one of the two possible maximal entries, in dim ; let ∑dim
denote the sum of all entries in dim, counting repetitions. It is then easy to see that when
s lies in the range (∑dim−max(dim),∑dim), it meets the two overlap requirements in
Equation (7.46). We call this interval the maximal interval for the communication ranges
d1:n.
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Given the communication ranges d1:n, pick an arbitrary s from its maximal interval. From
the above reasoning, we have in addition that
Vol(F ) = |Perm(dim)|Vol(S ∩H1), (7.47)
whereH1 is one of the hypercubes induced by Perm. It follows that
pcon = |Perm(dim)|Vol(S ∩H1)Vol(S ) . (7.48)
We define PCON−1HOP as the heterogeneous single-hop analog of PCON:
Input: s,h,n as in PCON ; communication ranges d1:n, all of which are positive rationals
Output: Probability of 1-hop connectivity, pcon ∈Q
Theorem 7.8.1. PCON−1HOP is #PH for uniform parents.
Proof. We will reduce to PCON− 1HOP from a #PH subset of VHSP that has twice re-
peated hypercuboid dimensions. Consider the instance of VHSP that asks for the volume
of overlap between the hypercuboid C ′ ∈ Rn defined by
C ′ := [0, l1]2× [0, l2]2× . . .× [0, ln/2]2, (7.49)
where n is even, and the half-space
T ′ := {s ∈ Rn : 1T s≤ b}. (7.50)
We will assume that b lies in the maximal interval for the dimensions l1:n/2. Note that this
assumption merely makes the VHSP instance harder, since a value of b lying in a nonmaxi-
mal interval will lead T ′ to intersect with a hypercuboid which has more dimensions equal
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to one another than C ′. Further, the set of such instances of VHSP with twice repeated
dimensions is #PH, following the same reduction from KNAPSACK given in (Dyer and
Frieze, 1988). Also, we may assume without loss of generality that li ≤ li+1.
Now we will set up an equivalent instance of PCON for robots of distinct ranges. This
instance has n−1 robots attaching to a boundary of length s := b, creating n slacks in all.
The communication range of Ri is di := lmin(i,n/2). The dimension of each hypercuboid
induced by Perm(dim) matches that of C ′. Likewise, the slack simplex S is that subset
of T ′ lying in the positive orthant of Rn. As such, the solution to VHSP is given by
pcon/|Perm(dim)|, which is computable in P time if pcon is known.
It is immediately clear that finding Vol(F ) and Vol(U ) is #PH for connectivity with dis-
tinct communication ranges. With robots of identical communication range, F was more
symmetric compared to its counterpart with distinct communication ranges. Exploiting
this symmetry led to relatively short formulas for PCON and Vol(F ). On the other hand
a swarm with distinct ranges is sufficiently general that its connected region can be the
interesection of an arbitrary half-space with the unit hypercube. The tradeoff for this ex-
pressiveness is an increase in complexity of the connectivity problems. Computing pcon
has a Fully Polynomial Randomized Approximation Scheme (FPRAS), which samples a
uniform pdf over a subset ofF in P time, using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method (Jerrum, 2003). Combining MCMC with Inverse CDF Sampling enables us to sam-
ple arbitrary IID pdfs over F . This approach is sufficiently general that it can be adapted
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to arbitrary joint pdfs overF , in which case it becomes the Metropolis-Hastings sampling
algorithm (Chib and Greenberg, 1995).
7.9 PCON for INID Parents
Suppose we consider the adsorption of several types of particles on B, where each type
of particle has a different adsorption profile. Such a problem scenario leads to a set of
independent but non-identically distributed parents, i.e. inid parents. Likewise, when a
team of robots with noisy odometry attaches to B, with each robot having a different
noise profile, their positions on the boundary are governed by inid normal parent pdfs.
An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 7.7. The formulas for order statistics of
inid parents are nontrivial (David and Nagaraja, 2003, Ch.5). Finding the joint pdfs of
order statistics and slacks involve the use Theorem 3.4.1, and consequently entails the
computation of the permanent of the CDF matrix L of the parents. We currently have no
concrete hardness results for the computation of these pdfs, nor for the associated PCON
problem. Since these proofs are likely to be quite lengthy, we plan to supply them in our
future work (Kumar and Berman, 2016a).
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Fig. 7.7: Robots R1,R2 and R3 attaching to B with three distinct truncated Gaussian
noise profiles having INID parents h = (h1,h2,h3).
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Chapter 8
FUTURE SIMULATIONS
In this chapter, we outline the challenges to answering Part 5 of the main problem. We
are currently unable to merge together state-of-the-art robot simulators such as Argos (Pin-
ciroli et al., 2012) with communications simulators such as NS-3 (NS3 Consortium, 2016).
The available simulators are listed in Section 2.5. We will detail the design of a software
system that integrates multi-robot and wireless simulation, and then list challenges to its
implementation.
8.1 Design of Integrated Simulator
As mentioned above, our design involves two components: a multi robotic simulator (MRS)
and a Wireless Communication Simulator (WCS) that simulates a lossy network through
which robots intercommunicate. The MRS simulates the kinematics and dynamics of the
robot team; the WCS handles inter-robot communication. Wireless losses, such as path
loss, propagation delay and multipath fading are simulated by the WCS. A typical WCS can
model communications using Wi-fi, ZigBee, Bluetoooth, and Infra-Red. A robot wishing to
be part of a distributed decision making process such as leader election sends a message to
the WCS, requesting that it be included in the election. Modules within the WCS arbitrate
the robots’ decisions, and the result of the decision is sent back to the team through the
WCS. This design decouples the MRS from the WCS, making it possible for an arbitrary
pair of simulators exchange messages using a socket pair.
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8.1.1 Execution of Boundary Coverage using Algorithm 1
We will illustrate the execution of the DCS of Algorithm 1 using the MRS/WCS pair.
Suppose we are simulating a robot team attaching to a load placed in a typical lab ennvi-
ronment. A configuration file containing data about initial robot poses, obstacles in the lab,
the load boundary, and the transmitting and receiving characteristics of the Wi-fi adapater
of each robot is provided as input to the integrated software. The MRS uses the data about
robot poses and the obstacles to simulate the dynamics of robot motion. The WCS uses the
data about obstacles and the Wi-fi adapters to decide which packets get transmitted, and
which get dropped en route to their destination due to network losses.
Robots initially move randomly in the lab in an attempt to locate the boundary B. Since
no communication is involved at this stage, the MRS computes robot poses at each time
instant using its dynamical models. Subsequently, the robot team assembles at the white
end ofB, and its robots form a network, which is subsequently simulated by the WCS. The
robot that gets elected to traverseB is also decided by an election process brokered by the
WCS. Because of packet losses, this election process may be faulty, or may abort. In the
absence of packet losses, Algorithm 1 successfully executes, and the simulation ends with
robots forming a connected network acrossB.
8.2 Current Challenges to Implementation
We encountered the following challenges to implementing the integrated simulator de-
signed in Section 8.1. A publicly available RoboNetSim patch (Kudelski et al., 2013)
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that equips ARGoS with communication abilities fails to work with the latest version of
ARGoS . Also, ROS does not support multiple robots except with Rocon, which has a sig-
nificant installation time and learning curve. We were thus unable to get it working by the
submission date for this dissertation. Similarly, due to numerous software issues, we have
as yet been unable to get Pylayers to work in environments other than those furnished in
its manual. The lack of a standardized solution to multirobot communication has thus pre-
vented us from designing and implementing communication-based experiments. Further,
working directly on hardware with the Pheeno robotic platform (Wilson et al., 2016) devel-
oped in our lab proved time-consuming, for getting even a pair of Pheenos to communicate
on an ad-hoc network required 2-3 days to setup.
8.2.1 Steps to get a Working Simulation
We outline a set of options for a future researcher to get a working simulation of multi-
robotic experiments with realistic Wi-fi communication. By far, the easiest would be to
patch up ARGoS with NS-3, following the outline of the earlier RoboNetSim patch. We
estimate that this effort would take about 1.5 months. A more sophisticated option would
be to use Rocon in combination with NS-3, which would involve the creation of a new
patch that integrates the two simulators. The main purpose of these simulations is to obtain
an understanding of what failures to expect in a particular environment, and how well the
application-layer protocols for BC scale with the number of robots. Subsequently, the
researcher could test the same protocols using GENI, Pheeno robots, or similar hardware.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Sources: (Kumar et al., 2013; Pavlic et al., 2013a, 2015; Wilson et al., 2014; Kumar and
Berman, 2014, 2016b,a)
We will now summarize our findings from each chapter, and thereby conclude our response
to the main problem statement.
9.1 Part 1 : Ant-Based CT
In Chapter 4, we conducted an experimental investigation of CT of a rigid artificial load by
Aphaenogaster cockerelli ants. A stochastic hybrid system (SHS) model was developed to
describe the dynamics of the load and the behavioral transitions of the ants during transport.
The model was fit to the empirical mean of the data, and the resulting best-fit parameters
were presented as reduced-order metrics of collective transport.
In future work, we plan to further validate our model by fitting both first-order and second-
order moments to statistics from experimental data. We will also investigate how the best-fit
parameters vary from optimized parameters that minimize criteria including path variance,
load transport time, and transport team size.
We also plan to expand the model to incorporate other features of collective transport by
ants. Additional behavioral states as well as heterogeneity and stochasticity within states
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will be included. The modeled behaviors will include teams of individuals pulling and
lifting with different time-varying forces. An important future direction is to adjust the
transition rates so that they depend on factors such as the load position, load velocity, ant
force applied to the load, and the number of ants attached. Especially in the uncoordinated
phase before smooth transport, it is likely that the probability of an ant attaching to the
front or back of the load is strongly determined by the load’s nascent motion as well as
the number of ants gathered around it. State-dependent transition rates can capture this
initial behavior and still allow for the smooth motion that is the focus of this paper. As the
uncoordinated phase has less directionality than the smooth phase discussed here, it will
require augmenting the model for two-dimensional load motion.
In general, we hope to catalyze bio-inspired research on multi-robot transport teams. SHS
frameworks are utilized in robotics, and so they have potential to be substrates for trans-
disciplinary knowledge transfer.
9.2 Part 2 : Multi-Boundary Coverage
We have extended our prior work to the synthesis of communication-free stochastic con-
trol policies for robotic swarms that establish and maintain desired task allocations which
are robust to changes in the environment. Moreover, our simulation results validate that
design for multiple task types can be decomposed into isolated simpler single-type prob-
lems whose solutions are independent of each other. Finally, we have explored how the
system provides several degrees of freedom for optimization of convergence rate and task-
allocation variance. More generally, we have used a simple boundary-allocation problem
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to demonstrate how specially designed irreversible processes can be used to implement
higher level reversible processes that are less sensitive to environmental variations than the
reversible processes typically associated studied in traditional statistical mechanics.
In our stochastic control approach, robots continue to bind and unbind randomly even after
the equilibrium allocation has been reached, which apparently wastes a significant amount
of power. This task switching at equilibrium, and its attendant power consumption, is a
property of most stochastic strategies that already exist in the literature (Correll and Mar-
tinoli, 2004; Berman et al., 2009; Odhner and Asada, 2010). In principle, a deterministic
strategy could achieve the same distributions of robots to boundaries (possibly at alloca-
tions above the 75% parking constant) and then trigger robots to switch out of the costly
allocation mode.
However, as has been discussed elsewhere for a particular deterministic–stochastic com-
parison (Dantu et al., 2012), the deterministic approach would likely require significantly
more communication between robots and additional sensing and navigation capabilities.
Our stochastic approach allows for simpler robots that actually require less power and
hardware for communication and sensing. In fact, the weight and physical space that is not
required for communication and sensing may be used for additional battery capabilities.
Additionally, our stochastic approach is insensitive to the communication and navigational
errors that would be a significant concern for a deterministic approach. Furthermore, the
continued operation of the stochastic allocation process allows the system to detect newly
added boundaries and allocate to them automatically. Consequently, although the stochastic
strategy we employ may have some performance weaknesses, it compensates for them by
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being less costly to implement, less sensitive to sensing and actuation errors, and adaptive
to disturbances and dynamic changes in the environment.
In future work, we will repeat these investigations for more arbitrary shapes. We also plan
to gain a better understanding of the relationship between actual allocation ratio and the
mean space between robots. Leveraging the several degrees of freedom in the enzymatic
swarms (i.e., binding and unbinding probabilities, robot geometry, avoidance distances, and
motion primitives that shape encounter-rate ratios), we will explore the design of optimal
robot control policies to achieve convergence to desired allocations subject to other con-
straints, such as ensuring minimal allocation variance or settling within a specified time.
We will extend our control approach to other scenarios in which robotic swarms must al-
locate among both static and dynamically moving regions, such as surveillance and target-
tracking applications, and we will investigate how this approach can simplify other stochas-
tic strategies such as swarm self-assembly.
9.3 Parts 3 and 4: Maintaining a Wireless Network across a Boundary
In Chapter 6, we analyzed statistical properties associated with stochastic coverage of a pla-
nar boundary by a robotic swarm. We developed a geometric interpretation of the probabil-
ity that a given robot configuration is saturated, and we used results from order statistics to
compute the pdfs of robot positions and inter-robot distances. We then focused on the con-
dition of saturation, determining the geometry of the set of saturated robot configurations.
We derived the marginal pdfs of robot positions and inter-robot distances for saturated con-
figurations with just enough robots to saturate the boundary. Scenarios with larger robot
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populations proved intractable for analysis, motivating us to formulate algorithms that gen-
erate samples from the space of saturated configurations to obtain the statistics of interest.
We extended our results from point robots to finite robots, and we validated our formulas
and algorithms using Monte Carlo simulations.
Chapter 7 has borrowed tools from complexity theory, order statistics, and computational
geometry to compute the pdfs of a variety of spatial distributions of robots, as well as
compute the complexity of determining pcon for the resulting communication graph G . Our
current work thus ties together a number of disparate disciplines in the pursuit of answers
to the complexity of problems underlying the connectivity of random one dimensional
networks. There are a number of ways in which its scope could be expanded or refined
upon:
1. Planar and Spatial Coverage : The prototypical model of random networks in R2 is
the Gilbert disk graph (Haenggi, 2012), in which each node communicates within a
circle of radius d. While much is known about the properties of the RGGs (Penrose,
2003; Haenggi, 2012), little has been said about the properties of random connected
graphs. Extending our results to R2 and R3 would enable us to analyze a large num-
ber of coverage scenarios. Further, the phenomenon of percolation, whereby pcon
abruptly increases at a critical value of d/s, becomes manifest only in these dimen-
sions. Bringing percolation theoretic methods to our extant toolkit would offer a
fresh perspective into coverage problems.
2. Incorporating Radio Propagation Models: While all our results assumed idealized
transmission and reception within the threshold d, any wireless communication model
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will suffer from effects such as path loss, interference and outage (Haenggi, 2012).
At present, we have no idea of which effects are significant enough to invalidate our
computation of pcon. Evidently, incorporating all these effects into our connectivity-
related computations will result in an unwiedly model. Hence, a future step would
be to develop realistic yet easy to understand models that judiciously take wireless
losses into account.
3. Incorporating odometric and sensing noise: Every realistic model of robot motion
will have odometric and sensing noise. Due to odometric noise, a differentially driven
robot that has been imparted a constant linear velocity will drift from a straight line
trajectory and fall on a banana-shaped curve (Thrun et al., 2005). We are thus im-
pelled to ask how odometric noise impacts connectivity. Further, in the presence of
sensing noise, localization is inexact; consequently, computing order statistics and
slacks in the presence of noise is thus a nontrivial task.
9.4 Part 5: Simulating Boundary Coverage
Our answer to Part 5 is incomplete due a large number of challenges standing in the way of
implementing a multi-robot boundary coverage algorithm integrated with wireless commu-
nication over a noisy channel. Chapter 8 proposed a design for combining a Multi-Robot
simulator with a Wireless communications simulator, wherein the two simulators exchange
messages through a socket pair. However, due to the large number of challenges standing
in the way of implementing the integrated simulator, the entirety of Chapter 8 addresses
future work.
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APPENDIX A
LINKS TO VIDEO AND CODE RESOURCES
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A.1 Videos
The following URLs link to videos that are related to the dissertation.
1. Video of ants transporting a dime from the experiments in Section 4.2 :
https://goo.gl/ttnWeq
2. NetLogo simulations of multi-boundary coverage in Chapter 5:
https://goo.gl/IzcWTt
3. A robot traverses a load boundary, following it to an end-point as in Algorithm 1 :
https://goo.gl/llghzX
4. Collective pushing of a heavy load in the ARGoS multi-robot simulator:
https://goo.gl/SBefNV
A.2 Code Repositories
The following URLs link to code repositories:
1. Numerical validation of several computations in Chapter 7 :
https://goo.gl/lbiy5l
https://goo.gl/DCSMFg
2. Boundary coverage with ARGoS in Chapter 8:
https://goo.gl/HcmxzE
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